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MAX ANGER'S SONG

Come hither, comrades, with your six-packs of ale,
To sneer at our rulers and see how they fail;

On the lives of the rich pile a mountain of grief,
For its cuttin' "em
and guttin' ‘em

that bring us relief!
So fill up a glass, for their ways shall soon pass;

When they're dead we'll remember their stink and their gas!

John Kennedy's brains were red, so they say;
But what's their spilt blood when we're happy and gay?

I'd rather help slaughter the rich while I'm here,
Than be passive, hard-working - and dead half a year!

So comrades, let's kiss,
On their graves we shall piss;

In hell there's no bosses or time-clock like this!

In nights filled with riot and burning and shooting,
This city's been conquered by arson and looting.

Social unrest is sweeping the nation,
There's a pig-roast down at the old police station

So let's give aihand to a mutinous band,
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‘Cause I'm merry while I tarry Attack on the Criminal Courts in LA, May 1 1992
on top of The Man! INSIDE: LA Uprising, British Justice, Ecodefence, Early Trade Unions, Anti-Fascism,

Recession, Drugs, Democracy and,more



GULF WA
T T
CLASS WAR
There ’s a dtfierence betweenfrustration with the law
and direct assaults upon our legal system.
George Bush, 3 May 92.

The Los Angeles riot was the biggest in American
history. There were of course negative aspects. But
fighting between members of the working class
dropped during the riot and has subsequently stayed
low, despite the best efforts of the police. The
rebellion saved lives. Initially, the media were so
floored by the uprisings, they produced a wealth of
evidence that they were examples of class struggle.
Subsequently , they have been trying to make out 1t
was all race.

In a racist society, class struggle often takes an
apparently racial form. For example, if a particular
ethnic group run the grocers’ stores in poor areas,
they are likely to be the first to be attacked. The fact
that some rioters express their hatred of being ripped
off in racial terms should be opposed, but does not
invalidate the basic class nature of the struggle. As
Willie Brown, a prominent Democratic Party
politician in the State Assembly, and no friend of the
class war, put it in the SF Examiner: "For the first
time in American history, many of the
demonstrations, and much of the violence and crime,
especially the looting, was multiracial — blacks,
whites, Hispanics and Asians were all involved. " The
press all expressed horror that black people burnt
down ’their own’ neighborhoods. But the working
class has no neighborhood. These ’communities’ are
always divided up into shopkeepers and proletarians:
two classes with irreconcileable interests. The rioters
expressed that antagonism against all the talk of
neighborhoods and“ communities, and a black lefty
councillor had his office burned down. The old ploy
of 1965, ’Black Owned’ , didn’t work. Capitalist
enterprises of all races were attacked. Unlike the ’65
Watts revolt, the riots spread over a wide area of
LA. More than 5 ,500 buildings were burned. People
shot at police stations. Seventeen government
buildings were destroyed. The Los Angeles Times
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building was attacked and partially looted.

The riot stopped short of a full-scale insurrection.
Shortage of guns was certainly not the problem, and
probably not absence of organization. The police
were easily overwhelmed, and the military did not
appear until the rioting had abated. Gang members
with megaphones tried to tm'n the uprising into a war
against the rich. "We should burn down their
neighbourhoods, not ours. We’re going to take it to
Hollywood and Beverly Hills" - man with
megaphone, London Independent, 3 May. A few
blocks from the mansions of the rich, burnt-out
stores testify to how close the riot came to attacking
the enemy class directly. But such an attack would
have been repelled by police, crack army units, and
the rich themselves. Perhaps the rioters realized that
the time had not yet come. Class organization needs
to develop a lot further before this happens.

"On Sunset Boulevard on Thursday evening, I
watched children with mobile phones coordinate the
movements of their gangs with the arrival of police
and fire trucks, warning looters when police were on
their way". London Guardian, 2 May. The
organization which is normally associated with drugs
was used by the proletariat to its own ends.

After drawing up a formal truce based on the Camp
David agreement, the Crips and the Bloods signed a
deal with the National Korean-American Grocers’
Association to employ and train gang members,
some in management positions. However, not much
has come of this. After the Watts rebellion of 1965,
there was still room for reform. A black bourgeoisie
was created. Now, this is no longer possrble. The
state of California is bankrupt, and the federal
government is not into giving money to the poor. On
the contrary. The August!September welfare checks
will be down on the previous ones. The last
traditional blue collar auto plant in LA shut in
August. Rubber, steel and auto have now all gone.
A program known as "Weed n’ Seed" is What is 011
offer. The Weed part is to get the cops to sell drugs,

and arrest people who buy them, then offer them
immunity in return for informing. This threat is
difficult to resist because of the draconian drug laws,
which include imprisonment for a first offence and
seizure of all our assets. The Seed part is to
introduce "Free Enterprize Zones", wherein there are
no safety or pollution laws, no minimum wage, etc..
These enclaves of Third World exploitation are
already being built. This is what the bourgeoisie has
to offer behind the "rebuild LA" rhetoric.

LAPD 187

"The rebellion was community. It was liberation" -
woman from South Central.

We have done what we can to find out more about
what happened and what has happened since. This is
some of the information we got from our few
contacts in the LA area. The rebellion started among
black people, spread immediately to involve Latinos
in South Central (which is about 42% Latino) and
Pico Union, and then brought in unemployed white
workers from Hollywood in the north to Long Beach
in the south and Venice in the west. East LA was
only spared because of a massive show of force by
the Sherriff‘ s Department. Everybody came out onto
the streets. There was an unprecedented feeling of
togetherness. Liquor stores were looted. Before the
stores were torched,
people got out hoses
to defend their
houses against the
danger of fires
spreading. Old
p e o p 1 e w e r e
evacuated. This was
a family occasion.
Carloads of people
turned up at a
clothing factory, and
men, women and
children loaded up
and drove off. There
was two days of
continuous looting
involving thousands
of people, mostly
black and Latino,
with a few white
people. The police A B B B
were nowhere to be seen - "there were no arrests in
my area". Essential items were redistributed,
otherwise some people would have had nothing. As
far as the beating of truck driver Reginald Denny
goes, some of the people who beat him had just
defended a 15-year old against being beaten by the
police. This of course is not being mentioned in the
media.

Since the rebellion, young men who have spent their

whole lives unable to visit the next street because it
is on another gang’s territory can now do so. "As a
woman, I feel much safer on the streets Welfare
mothers from 4 different areas have come to ether to
fight the welfare cuts. This is a remarkaimle new
development. When these women demonstrate
outside welfare offices, the ruling class knows that
behind them stand over 100,000 insurgents. The
number of participants is definitely into 6 figures.
We know this because there were around 11,000
arrests (5,000 blacks, 5,500 Latinos, 600 whites),
and the vast majority of rioters and looters were able
to get away scot-free. There has been a downturn in
the drive-by gang shootings which plagued the area.
Of those krlled during the uprising, most were not
even participants, they were simply bystanders
murdered by the police. Police assasstnations have
started again. There were much worse incidents
before the Rodney King beating, for example, in
Compton, police killed two sufpects on their knees
in cold blood. The police are esperately trying to
undermine the gang truce. They need the working
class of South Central shooting each other.

There are two theories why the media repeatedly
showed the Rodne King video. One is that the
ruling class as a wliole wanted to provoke a riot in
order to justila; rgpression. A more plausible
explanation is at orces within the ruling class
opposed to Daryl Gates wanted to generate support

for a law which
would enable the
mayor to control the
LAPD Chief. Either
way , they got more
ltéhan they bargained
or.

D e f e n d a n t s
campaigns are in a
tern le state. There
is no coordinated
campaign based on
defending all those
arrested. The
campaigns which do
exist are concerned
with particular
defendants, or

 particular aspects of
g represslon, e.g.
' racism. Liberal

lawyers have refused to defend rioters, and
concentrated on those arrested on peaceful demos.
Anyone in the USA who claims to be a revolutionary
should be involved in trying to defend iengprisoned
insurgents. Failure to do so immensely w ens the
struggle, as we discovered during the miners’ strike
in Britain during 1984/85. Plea bargaining was used
by the state a lot. Those arrested were told they
could either plead guilty and be let free with a felon
conviction, or wait in prison for a trial. Many tooii



the former option, which means continuous police
harrassment. Others pleaded guilty because this
would result in six months in a county jail, rather
than risk the possibilig of being found guilty and
being exposed to e horrors of a federal
penitentiary.  

The political significance of the LA uprising can
perhaps best be gauged by comparing the riot in San
Francisco, which was the second biggest in the
country. If this riot had happened without any
uprising in LA, it would have been by far the most
important in California since the sixties. But the LA
uprising put it completely in the shade. In SF, on
April 30th, more than a hundred stores were looted
and trashed in the downtown area of Market Street.
Most of the yuppie shops in the fmancial district
were trashed, and the rich scumbag lair of Nob Hill
was invaded and cars smashed up. One of the main
hotels had its windows smashed by a gang of youths
chanting "The rich must die". These actions were
echoed across ithe Bay in Oakland and Berkeley. i

MAYDAY! MAYDAY!

A comrade in the Bay area describes the events : "I
sat up late that night listening to the news reports and
call-m talk shows on the radio. Everyone was
hysterical; ’ Everyone but a few white sirnians
condemned the not-guilty » verdict. But as far as the
rioting was concerned, most peoplel heard, pf all
colors ,’ and mostly working-+class,,, were’  'concerned'
with how to stop the violence, withme», that
destruction and, appropriation of morally
wrong, and that we should pffly for peace. As} the
uprising progressed, however, »I heard! more and
more voices declare that their only regret was that
"we are doing it to ou1'selves.. . we ought to going
into the rich areas! " Throughout the next few days
and continuing the vile American traditioir, issuesof
race and class were conftrsed, ’j.uggled,* n1istaken,r
manipulated, and recuperated .on avast scale. I But
the media and political icircus found it difficult to
paint this rebel ion in racial terms» only; It ‘I was so
clearly multiracial, so definitively a worki11g’-class
insurrection in the inner cities that it really has
eluded attempts at being characterized as purely
racial conflict. Even certain; politicians and media
creeps were caught admitting that this was CLASS
WAR.  I

At 6:45 I arrived at the State Building. There was
a "crowd of maybe, 300. Speakers were ranting‘ about
racism and injustice. Su r denly, from all corners of
the_gatl_rerir_ig, 30 or so very X0598 mostly blackandp
Hispanic youth came charging out of‘ the crowd,
down Fell Street toward the Financial __D_1SlII‘lC[,
shouting and roaring anld smashing windtiw"s.' I
followed them immediate , asdid everyone. It was
happening‘; I now know wliiat is meant by the phrase,
’vanguard of the’ proletariat’. ' I

Odd bits of construction material on the sidewalks
were instantly put to proper use, deposited through
shattered glass into the Government offices lining the
street. I picked up a 2x4 length of wood and
chucked it, screaming "Bum baby bum!". All the
young hooligans at the the forefront of the assault
had zealously given themselves over to the task of
destruction, joy mixed with nervous fear. I was one
of the first whites to join them. I recall making eye
contact and trying to demonstrate my positive
agreement and collusion in their actions. These were
young men in Raiders jackets and basketball hats,
street youth brought up by "Fuck tha’ Police" rap
culture and the worsening urban conditions of the
80s. They looked hurriedly around as they saw us
others not of their crowd or culture join them
enthusiastically... and within minutes all social
barriers seemed to melt away in the attack on our
enemies. Unfortunately, I was soon to be well
acquainted with a treacherous element of law-abiding
idiots who proved to be enemies within.

The march continued. Several blocks later, the pig
scum attempted a diversionary tactic by parking
about twenty men along a wal that the march was
passing. They were hailed with abuse, ‘but it was
here where I first experienced that complacency, that
hesitation that our law-enforced life in this society
conditions in us. We had this line of cops
surrounded. Sure, they were screamed and hissed at,
and occasionally whacked with a stick or stone, but

e how were they able to intimidate us, who completely
outnumbered them, into not kicking the shit out of
them? I  1  i
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Soon we were onf r Market Street, the main drag
through the Financial/Shopping District. Blocking
out path was ea; thin nervous line of blue. They
stopped us -for 10. minutes or so, as we teased and
poked them with e kicks verbal abuse. Our
comrades to tlre; left were invading around them, and
before long we “ were all cutting through and they
were shunted to the; side. were left behind as
the proletarian arm‘? advanced down Commodian
Spectacle Boulev-at whooping and revelling in  e
attack. Two blocks, later Icame upon a jewelry store
which had ialready taken _a i great deal of damage. A
few of us, I and probably almost all blacks, mainly
older, stood there pondering the possibilities.
Occasional shouts of "The cops arecoming! " made
us hesitate, but sit became obvious that we were safe.
The marching crowd seemed to have doubled. in size,
since we “began -' the street and sidewalks were full
ofG people. I saw that the main . window_ on the shop
was g unhinged and only hanging by its top. Picking
up pa corner, I began to carefully pull it out- I
paused» and scanned around at a. distant cry of
"Police!" But itwas. nothing. behind me "a deep,
black voice joyfullyurged, "Pull it down, white boy,
pull it down! " - and I tore the thing onto the
pavement. Crash! All around me people rushed into
the window, scooping up the goodies.

. ‘I. .1

As I watched the looting a man came up near me and
began taking photographs. I approached him, and
politely suggested that we shouldn’t take pictures
because the police might use them to identify people.
"But they’re looting! ! " he responded incredulously. ..
I was hurt. Here I stood, confronted with the very
real claws of the leftist counter-revolution. I had
given him the benefit of the doubt, hoping against
naive hope that we were were all class-conscious
revolutionaries in action. I tried to get some support
from the looters against this enemy—within, but no
one was listening. My confrontation with this
vigilante cop heated up quickly and it looked like he
was about to throw a punch when some guys came
up from the crowd to break up the fight: "Let’s fight
them, not ourselves! " they implored... "But he’s
taking pictures of looters in order to turn them into
the police!" I insisted. Like an angelic chorus of
choir-boys, these ’alternative’ looking students, or
whoever they were, all aimounced in harmony,
"THAT'S OK, WE’RE AGAINST LOOTING
HERE! " speaking for the mob as if they were its
appointed moral guardians. You can imagine the
demoralizing blow such an encounter could wield.
I was alone in the crowd. The looters, my only
hope for support, were apparently not concerned for
such "political" matters, just wanting to get out with
their jewelry ,
scoopings as fast as E
they could. I was
ltilelplecgsth Enraged, I

i e pe -cops
a i-ii?CK YOlfJ\ysalute
and struck off for
more successful
endeavors.

The march had left
Market Street, and
headed north toward
Nob Hill and some
other shopping areas.
Half a block up an
undercover police car
was mired inside the
crowd, nonchalantly communicating on his radio. I
jumped into action. ’Hey! It’s a pig! Let’s get him! ’
I entreatied to the protesters, on whose skin every
color in San Francisco seemed represented. Nobody
listened. Everyone appeared to ignore me. I looked
from face to face, searching frantically for signs of
solidarity. Nothing. The cop was making his way
to the rear of the crowd. I gave up on seeking
support, started kicking at the back of the car out of
desperation. It is not everyday that such
opportunities avail themselves. But again, nonviolent
moral sentiment in the crowd reared its stupid head.
"We don’t want any of that around here, " yelled a
big black woman, surrounded by supporters. "Well,
I do!" I retorted. "No, you get out of here -this is
our day. " Her stern g are spoke of deeply held
beliefs. So did mine. "That’s a racist comment! "
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And she completed the discussion’s degeneration:
"No, you’re a racist!“ No one else in her group, 3
or 4 black men, said a word. As in LA, black
churches throughout the SF Bay Area attempted to
gather people together into a strictly pacified,
grovelling, doggie position. As in LA and
elsewhere, they had little success...

The next day there were the mass arrests of about
650 people who were coming to the announced
demonstration at 24th and Mission streets... I was
amon them. We were held for 36 hours and it
woultfive been longer if it weren’t for the political
rivalry between the liberal city council (who called
off the state of emergency - the first since the 1906
earthquake) and the law-and—order mayor , Frank
Jordan. The police chief, Richard Hongisto, had also
been a mayoral candidate, on the ultra-liberal ticket.
One of his first (and last, it was to emerge) acts was
the May lst counter-revolution. It was quite amusing
to hear the complaints of the liberal--activist crowd in
jail: ’I voted for Hongisto!’ There was much talk
among the prisoners of the prospects for revolution.
Most were totally supportive of rioting and looting. "

In San Jose, students looted and attacked police
cruisers with rocks and bottles. Police were shot at

sea. by youths rioting in
Tampa, Florida, and
in Las Vegas rioters
burned a state parole
and probation office
and shot at police,
who just managed to
save the casino area
from the anger of the
mob. Armed
confrontations
between police and
local people
continued for the
next 18 days. In

lSeattle, a burning
vehicle was pushed
into police , the

interstate highway was closed for 2 hours, and there
was loads of looting, smashing and burning. Similar
events occured in Atlanta, where tear gas failed to
stop the rioters. There were smaller riots in
numerous locations across the nation. At a march in
New Brunswick of 1,000 people on 1 May a truck
driver plowed through a crowd, but quickliy retreated
as a large angry crowd quickly rnateria ized. It is
possible that the attack on the truck driver in LA was
sparked off by a similar provocation.

Until the uprising, under the law in California the
state had to arraign suspects within 72 hours of arrest
or let them go. The California State Assembly voted
unanimously to "temporarily" extend the arraignment
period. The bill was flown on a National Guard
airplane to be signed by State Supreme Court Justicc
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Malcolm Lucas. This is the epitome of democracy in
action. In a democracy, the ruling class and their
hired orchestras of lackeys brag that the difference
between a democracy and a more open form of
despotism is that under democracy there are rules
that limit the degree to which our rulers can screw
us. But when the rules don’t work, they show how
meaningless they are by changing them.
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THE FIRE LAST TIME

The first major uprising of the l960’s was the Watts
riot in LA in 1965. Hundreds of buildings were
burned down by angry black proletarians. It was not
simply a question of race, as the Situationist
International wrote in December 1965 :

"This was not a racial conflict: the rioters left alone
the whites that were in their path, attacking only the
white policemen; conversely, black solidarity did not
extend to black store-owners or even to black car-
drivers. Even Martin Luther Kin had to admit in
Paris last October that the riots tfid not fall within
the limits of his speciality: ‘They were not race
riots,’ he said, ’they were class riots."'

Another major uprising occurred in Detroit in 1967,
and in 1968, as the Vietnam-centred crisis of US
capitalism reached its climax, the assassination of
Martin Luther King became the pretext for a massive
wave of riots across the country (he was no longer
around to stop them). Tanks had to be used to quell
the uprisings. Twenty years later, the proletariat in
the USA had been crushed by the Reagan years of
immiseration, bans on strikes, racism and
atomization. The Vietnam syndrome had apparently
been overcome.

That has now changed for the time being. The phrase
"class war" was widely used by the insurgents. This
was a momentous reassertion of class against the US
bourgeoisie’se attempt to bu class awareness under
the myth that the market anld, democracy are the end
of history. However, it will take more than a few
riots to overcome the massive defeat the working
class in the US has suffered since the sixties.

 “" --—j

BRITISH JUSTICE
ON THE RUN
"This is one of the dirtiest, evilist, corrupted,
perverted systems in the world. " Paddy Hill of the
Birmingham 6.

The release of the Guildford 4 in 1990 began a series
of spectacular successful appeals against false
convictions obtained by police threats, torture, and
fabricated evidence. The Maguire 7 and the
Birmingham 6 acquittals followed. Then the
Tottenham 3 were released, followed by Stefan
Kiszko, who was wrongfully imprisoned for 16 years
for the sexual assault and murder of a school girl,
after police had forced him to sign a confession.
Needless to say, he was brutally mistreated by other
prisoners. The growing embarrassment of the legal
establishment came too late for Derek Bentley,
hanged in 1953 for allegedly telling his comrade
Chris Craig to shoot a cop, after police had faked a
confession. Craig was too young to hang, so they
hanged Bentley, aged 19, instead. Now he is likely
to get the rare and coveted prize of a posthumous
pardon from the Queen. The West Midlands Serious
Crimes Squad was disbanded after an avalanche of
appeals against its convictions.

Millions of working class people know that the
police are persistent liars, but never before has it
been so openly acknowledged. The state’ s need for
reform was well summed up by Judge Vemey in
April. Sentencing a South London policeman to 30
months in jail for stamping on a man’s head and
shouting "You black bastard, this will teach you to
mess about with the police", Vemey perceptively
noted that "nothing could be more calculated to
ensure disrespect". The exposures of police
frame-ups have undermined faith in the system.
Juries have in the last two years swung from
convicting people on the grounds that they are Irish
to letting free open IRA supporters like Dessie Ellis.
The state would prefer it if the people who actually
committed crimes like the Birmingham pub bombings
were in jail. The reason for this is that expostue of
the infamies of the the criminal justice system could
lead to a major attack on it during the next upsurge
of class struggle in Britain. But creating a fairer
criminal justice system is not easy. The Appeal
Court initially tried to avoid acquitting the Irish
victims altogether, then freed some of them on
teclmical grounds, avoiding any criticism of the
police or other judges. Finally, quashing Judith
Ward’s conviction after 18 years of imprisonment for
planting bombs, the Appeal judges admitted that
scientists, police, prosecution lawyers including the
new Lord Chief Justice Peter Taylor, and a police
doctor, were all involved in inventing and
suppressing evidence during her trial.

The Royal Commission, set up to repair the system

after the Birmingham 6 acquittals, will have to try to
change the esprit dc corps of the police. Royal
Commissions are not whitewashes, they are attempts
to reform some aspect of the state which is in serious
trouble. But attempts to professionalize the police
will only meet with resistance, even during periods
of relative class peace. During upturns, when they
are under attack, the police tend to move to the
right, self-righteously defending their difficult job
against the reforms of thei
establishment and the bricks
of the proletariat, and?
refusing to change their
operating methods. When,
after the LA riots, the
government decided it was
not going to issue the
British police with
American-style long batons
after all, the police were
outraged.

Improvements in conditions
for prisoners do not
necessarily dampen the
struggle, as was shown by
the riots at Moorland prison S. .v
in Yorkshire in August “m auey
1991 and January 1992. New facilities, including
computers and e well-equipped recreation room,
were wrecked by the ungrateful miscreants.

In a word, the British state is in trouble. Our attitude
is not to demand Justice, as liberal campaigns do.
Justice would mean that the people who really did
kill PC Blakelock defending Broadwater Farm
against the police in 1985 would be in prison, not
just that those who were fitted up for it were let free.

JUDGE NOT THAT YE BE NOT JUDGED

Whatever the trials and tribulations of Justice in
Britain and the USA, it is still extending its power
over the rest of the world. The New World Order
has instituted a rapid expansion of the rule of law in
time and space. The concept of retrospective
legislation ~ putting someone on trial for something
which was not illegal when the deed was done - was
established through a campaign against so-called
Nazi war criminals. Following unification, ex--East
German border guards were tried for shooting people
trying to escape - acts which were perfectly legal
under East German law. The USA extended the rule
of law by kidnapping General Noriega from Panama
and extraditing Columbian alleged drug dealers,
charged with breaking US law without setting foot in
its territory. The Supreme Court decided that the US
Constitution extended to all the world’s inhabitants.
This is no abstract legal fiction. As we write, the
United Nations is trying to bring two Libyans before
either British or American courts. They can choose
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to be tried in Birmingham, UK, or Simi Valley,
USA. The imposition of Justice includes punishing
countries’ working class populations for their rulers
breaking intemational law, as happened in Iraq
during the Gulf War.

In LA, the state obviously made a tactical mistake in
setting up the acquittal of the LAPD by moving the
trial to a fascist suburb. To demand Justice rs to

............................demand that it doesn’t
make such mistakes, to
demand that_ it _is more
effective. Justice 1s not just
a justification for the rule
of property invented by the
ruling class, it is a deeply
internalized conception held
especially dear by the
people who have least
interest in it, the oppressed.
The immediate cause of the
April uprisings was the
failure of a bourgeois court
to find four policemen
guilty of beating up Rodney
§King. Another was the
non-custodial sentence
given to a shopkeeper who

had shot dead an alleged shoplifter, Latasha Harlins.
The gay ’White Night’ riot in San Francisco in 1978
was based on a demand for someone to get a longer
prison sentence for shooting the mayor. However we
must argue that there will no more be Justice in
communist society than there will be a fair day’s pay
for a fair day ’s work.

Revolutionaries utilize blatant examples of injustice
to attack the state, to spread distrust of the police
and hatred of the prison system, to add to the
possibility of widespread working class conflict with
its oppressors when the class struggle picks up, by
helping to undermine attitudes which accept the rule
of law. But in doing this, we can’t simply point to
injustice, we have to undermine the idea of Justice
as well. As a dramatic illustration of why we are
against Justice, consider the following demand from
Women Agains: Violence Against Women in London:
LIFE IMPRISONMENT NOW! (for someone who
allegedly killed his wife). They urge supporters to
write to the Home Secretary, "demanding that the
government enforces its own law, and inform him
of how disgusted you are that his party having been
elected three times on the LAW AND ORDER
platform is today setting murderers free,
unpunished" .

On a more serious note, this quote from Pashukanis’
Law and Marxism succintly summarizes why Justice
is inseparable from the exchange economy:

"Deprivation of freedom, for a period stipulated in
the court sentence, is the specific form in which

J



modem, that is to say bourgeois-capitalist, criminal
law embodies the principle of recompense. This form
is unconsciously yet deeply linked with the
conception of man in the abstract, and abstract
human labour measurable in time... For it to be
possible for the idea to emerge that one could make
recompense for an offense with a piece of abstract
freedom determined in advance, it was necessary for
all concrete forms of social wealth to be reduced to
the most abstract and simple form, to human labour
measured in time... Industrial capitalism, the
declaration of human rights, the political economy
of Ricardo, the system of imprisonment for a
stipulated term are phenomena peculiar to one and
the same historical epoch", cited in Molossi D and
Pavarini M, The Prison and the Factory, MacMillan,
1981.  

We could add that exchange is another, even deeper
precondition, without which the idea of Justice could
not exist. The idea of deprivation of freedom for a
given time-slot as recompense, or payment, for a
particular crime is evident in the frequent reports of
victims arguing for longer sentences for criminals,
and their outrage at their assailants getting " less than
they deserve". To be able to make this calculation,
you must have in mind that a particular crime
deserves a particular quantity of punishment. Calling
for a particular sentence rather than any other, more
or. less extreme, implies labour time and exchange,
which did not arise spontaneously. Justice is not a
product of human interaction, it is the expression of
class domination, in other words, the State.
Undermining Justice is primarily a matter of
undermining state authority.

SUPPORTING PRISONERS — WHO, HOW AND
WHY

Communists are very few and far between, and
inevitably have priorities. We argue that, especially
when the criminal justice system is in open crisis,
support for its intended victims is a key issue. This
is for strategic, not humanitarian reasons.
Demonstrations against prison, contact with
prisoners, publicity around wrongful convictions
etc., can achieve far more than other kinds of
militant activity.

The ’Who’ is more difficult than the ’Why’. Given
practical limitations, we should argue for specific
support for particular prisoners, as well as general
su ort for the stru le of all risoners a ainstPP ' 28 P_ 2 -
prrson. The ’How’ includes offering to put up
relatives when they need to stay overnight for prison
visits. Moral support includes writing letters to
prisoners. This is not a token gesture - it is crucial
to help overcome isolation. Poll tax prisoners were
greatly encouraged by the hundreds of letters they
received. The demonstrations outside prisons in
support of the prisoners had the same effect. The
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screws took measures to try to prevent prisoners
hearing the demonstrators shoutrng and singing.
Isolation is crucial to make prison work.

Support for prisoners is such a central part of the
class struggle that there is a tendency not to criticize
prisoners at all. The non—angelic character of some
prisoners has tended to be swept under the carpet.
During the trial of the scapegoats for the
Strangeways prison uprising of 1990, supporters
rightly kept quiet about some of the crimes they may
have committed. It is an uphill struggle explaining
why we should support people who have committed
anti—working class crimes who subsequently rebel
against their imprisonment. But it can’t be avoided.
At one of the pickets outside Wandsworth prison,
when the poll tax prisoners’ campaign put forward
the programmatic demand "Bum it down, burn it
down, burn it to the fucking ground", a passer-by
pointed out "there are child murderers in there In
the USA, this argument has even more weight. An
easy answer to these public fears is to say that all the
anti-social elements would be wiped out if we ever
got the chance. This is wrong for two reasons.

Firstly, it implicitly supports brutality against alleged
sex-offenders by other prisoners. The prisoner who
got killed during the Strangeways uprising was an
alleged sex-offender. This is outrageous, considering
that there must be htmdreds of people in prison
framed up by the police. Prisoners should know this
better than anyone, yet they often turn their
frustration against an underclass created by the
prison system. We should make no excuses for this
state-organized diversion. Attacks on Rule 43
prisoners, who are segregated for protection, are
against the class struggle (with obvious exceptions,
e.g. imprisoned policemen). Secondly, even if we
agree that the worst perpetrators of anti-working
class violence would have to be eliminated in a
post-civilized society, what about those who are
reformable, but not yet to be trusted? Anarchists
oppose incarceration of any kind on principle. Their
on y altematives are let them go free, or shoot them.
This is ridiculously simplistic. r

Albert Dryden is a clear example of a class war
prisoner. A worker made redundant from the
steelworks at Consett, NE England, when it was
closed down by Thatcher, he kept himself busy by
building a bungalow. The local council wanted to
demolish it because of some legal technicality that
Albert had overlooked. Adding insult to injury, they
brought along camera crews to televize the
confrontation. Albert felt that they were going to
make him look a fool in front of millions. So he did
the only thing he could under the circumstances:
defended himself and his house against the forces of
the state and media with a gun. He managed to kill
the council planning officer in charge of the
demolition attempt and wounded a policeman and a
BBC reporter in the process of uying to blow away

‘ll.

the council solicitor. Now he is doing a life sentence
in Durham jail. Write to him expressing your
support. A demonstration for him in Newcastle was
banned, but he has many friends and supporters in
Co. Durham.

away, leaving the council plan-
ning officer dead in a ditch.

Nick Mullen was illegally extradited from
Zimbabwe. Framed up for supposedly allowing the
IRA to use his flat, he is a straightforward political
prisoner, hated by the police for his radical politics.
Winston Silcott was one of the three acquitted for the
Broadwater Farm cop-chop. He wasn’t released
because he was already doing life imprisonment for
another "murder There are many dodgy aspects to
this case as well. Basically Winston was defending
himself against assailants armed with knives. Kenny
Carter was framed for murdering another prisoner,
who in fact committed suicide, i.e. was murdered by
the prison system. Martin Foran, framed up by the
West Midlands pigs, has been recaptured and is
being denied urgent medical treatment. Prisoners are
frequently moved, so for the latest informatron on
the whereabouts of these prisoners and numerous
others, write to London ABC, c/o 121 Bookshop,
Railton Rd, London SE24.

Another good example of prisoners who have to be
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As Albert loads his gun, a cop runs

supported is those charged with the notorious attack
on Reginald Denny during the LA riot. The defence
say that he had taunted the black men involved, by
shouting out that the Rodney King police were not
guilty. Obviously, we don’t know whether this is
true or not. But we have to support Damian Williams
and the other three defendants, because a successful
prosecution, regardless of their actual guilt or
otherwise, would effectively tar all the insurgents
with the brush of racist brutality: a rather
hypocritical stance for the American Justice system.
The riot would be remembered, not as a massive
reassertion of class and community , but as a series of
racist attacks. All the other insurgents should be
supported, regardless of what they are charged with.
None of them could get a fair trial, and even if they
could, we would still take a clear litre of
unconditional support for all hostages taken by the
state during the May Days.

A list of other American class war prisoners can be
obtained from the Peoples Law Office at 343 S.
Dearborn, Suite 1607 , Chicago, IL 60604, or the
Fall 1991 issue of Social Justice, obtainable from PO
Box 40601, San Francisco, CA 94140. Information
about imprisoned war resisters from the Gulf War
can be found in The Anti-Warrior, 48 Shattuck Sq,
Box 129, Berkeley, CA 94704.

We do not believe in supporting only those prisoners
who pass a test of political correctness. We believe
in supporting virtually all prisoners in their struggle
against the system. But it is practical to concentrate
on those who are particularly politically pugilistic.
Irish Republicanism is a product, and to a lesser
extent, a cause, of Anglo-Irish working class
division. It is not opposed primarily by denunciation,
nor even by analysis, but by undermining the
divisions in the class which reinforce it. This does
not mean abstractly arguing for unity between
prisoners, and then doing nothing to support
particular examples. Supporting our class comrades
rn Northern Ire and means supporting demands for
their imprisoned sons and daughters to be released,
or at least to be moved to prisons nearer their
families, supporting campaigns against sexual
harrassment in Mughaberry women’s prison, etc.. It
is impractical and dangerous to attempt to divide
Irish people in prison for political offences. Where
exactly would you draw the line? Even the most
celebrated innocent prisoners, the Birmingham 6,
were sympathetic to republicanism. Others became
more interested in Irish nationalism whilst inside.
Given the racist divisions in prison, this is hardly
surprising. Our aim is to overcome these divisions.
In Britain at present, this includes supporting all
Irish political prisoners as prisoners, regardless of
their guilt or innocence. In other Western countries,
analogous arguments apply, though not in a
mechanical way. With all allowances made for local
conditions, involvement in prisoner support work is
a priority for revolutionaries today.
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EARTH FIRST!
WHICH PLANET
ARE THEY ON?

" In 1987 the Tagaeri [native inhabitants of Equador]
attacked a group of oil exploration workers who
were laying seismic lines which cut through the
Tagaeri gardens. The oil companies enlisted the help
of the Catholic Bishopin missionizing and "taming"
the Tagaeri. The bishop and a nun flew into the area
bearing gifts and were found a week later with 17
spears embedded in their bodies, ceremoniously
killed." Earth First! November 1991.

Direct action to defend the planet against its
destruction by industrial civilization is assuming
more and more radical forms. The methods of the
no-compromise environmental movement Earth First!
have spread from America to Europe, Australia and
the forests of Borneo and the Amazon.

10 DAYS THAT DlDN’T SAVE THE EARTH

At the politicians’ Earth Summit in Rio, over 200
top scientists issued a statement attacking Green
extremism, stating that toxic chemicals and
radioactivity are inescapable facts of modern life.
"We are worried, at the dawn of the 21st century, by
the emergence of an irrational ideology which is
opposed to scientific and industrial progress and
impedes economic and social development. " -
Independent, 1 June 92. We are pleased to hear they
are worried, and resolve to do our bit to contribute
to the emergence of the movement they oppose.

The needs of the working class include the
requirement for a planet to live on.
Monkeywrenching - the sabotage of machinery
involved in building motorways, cutting down
forests, extracting peat, etc. - directly attacks
capitalism, whatever the views of the saboteurs.
Earth First! itself has broken with
some of the more conservative
views of its founders and made
some attempt to link up with the
hidden history of working-class
sabotage from the Luddites to the
Wobblies. Earth First! supported
the LA riots. However, the journal
is still mainly inspired by "deep
ecology ".

@9°.)nuThe first major problem with d. . eel’ oar ‘fisecology rs that rt perpetuates the 1,’ in M ‘ st Q‘
I D; Q“division between human beings and

the rest of nature. This split was
unthinkable to pre-Columbian
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Americans, who lived in harmony with their
surroundings. That division lies at the root of all
19th century progressive capitalist ideologies, the
most coherent of which is Marxism. Whereas
Progress teaches us that we must conquer nature,
deep ecology, recognizing that this has been a
disaster, wants things to be the other way round. "If
a war of the races should occur between the wild
beast and Lord Man, I would be tempted to
sympathise with the bears" writes John Muir. Some
deep ecologists go so far as to argue that a certain
amount of "die-off" is inevitable, welcoming the
AIDS epidemic as nature’s way of curbing the
destruction which inevitably results from human
population growth. They support the capitalist myth
that the world is over-populated, blaming the victims
for their predicament. The world could easily
support more than its current population if the waste
of capitalism were eliminated.  

Secondly, the idea that it is "our" greed that is
destroying the planet accepts the humanist premise
that all people share common interests. "We humans
are collectively killing this planet", as one of the
Arizona defendants put it recently. But this society is
not a collective entity, but rather a vast labour-camp.
Starvation is not caused by human beings running out
of food sources, but by the production of crops for
the world market. In 14th. century England, they
used to say " sheep eat men In 20t_h. century Brazil
and Ethiopia, its coffee and sugar. Lacking a class
analysis, to put it mildly, deep ecologists fail to
grasp that it is a tiny minority of human beings, who
at the risk of sotmding old-fashioned we call
CAPITALISTS, who are responsible for the
destruction of nature, including millions of human
beings. The planet isn’t dying, rt’s being murdered,
and the murderers have names and addresses.

One of us went to the first gathering of Earth First!
in Britain. Just before this conference, an anonymous
group destroyed hundreds of thousands of pounds’
worth of machinery belonging to Fisons on the
Yorkshire moors, to delay the company’s disastrous
peat-extraction programme. Not surprisingly , Friends
ofthe Earth denounced the action as harmful to their

attempts to persuade Fisons to be
nrce to the envrronment.

What is more surprising is that
A within Earth First! itself there are
0' people arguing that the group

should condemn sabotage. At the
other extreme, it tolerates people
who are prepared to talk to the
press in the following terms:
"Bombs have been used in the
United States and Euro and we’reP9
bound to see desperate acts here"
(The Independent on Sunday, 19
April). This was actually said: the
press was not lying for a change.

‘l
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Nothing could be further from the truth. Earth First!
is overwhelmingly composed of middle—class
pacifists. Whereas the American group had a
wholesome redneck image, its British offshoot has
much in common with middle-class environmental
and peace movements. Earth First! is the Green
Party with wirecutters. The press distortion which
most riled Earth First! was the claim that it is an
"offshoot" of the US group. "We want our own
[British] identity" they whined. I tried hard to
overcome my initial revulsion towards people talking
about workshops and women-only spaces , allowing
their children to disrupt the meeting and wearing
dungarees. But the fight for the Earth is too
important to allow petty prejudices to get in the way.

Their attitude to organization makes anarchists look
like disciplinarians. Instead of the organizers making
it clear who is in charge, reading out the rules, and
setting the agenda, as happens at the meetings we
organize, the gathering wasted hours I deciding
whether to have workshops or just one big meeting.
Eventually , workshops prevailed. At the end of a
"workshop" , you have a "report-back" , in which the
"facilitator" reads out a travesty of what happened in
each workshop to the assembled gathering. None of
the workshops seemed to produce anything relevant
to what they were ostensibly about.

They went out of their way to choose the least
effective organizational methods at all stages:
dissolving into workshops just as the discussion was
getting somewhere; pathetic "anti-sexist" types
chairing meetings when what was needed was
someone with the self-confidence to lead the
discussion; and the general promotion of
incompetence. Decentralization is regarded as an
established desideratum. Not just the decentralization
of activity which is absolutely necessary for security
reasons, but political decentralization - in other
words, allowing anyone to say what they like. I
noticed a deep-rooted fear of confronting other
people’ s views, for fear of being aggressive. Without
this debate no movement can resolve issues. At our
meetings we feel obliged to argue with anything we
don’t agree with. They have P
actually discovered a worse form
of organization than majority
voting: allowing everybody to
have their say and refusing to
decide anything until everybody is
happy.

Many people feel, rightly, that one
of the things that needs doing is
direct action of various kinds
against the earth-raping capitalist
military-industrial monster. In the
current period of low class
struggle many people will no
doubt get invo ved in these things.
Unless they reject the

organizational practices and open attitudes of the
Green Party and the peace movement they will be
defeated.

Earth First! UK is hopeless. Those who want to do
what needs to be done should avoid them like the
plague. Organizing in small anonymous groups of
people who know each other is the only way to avoid
obvious dangers. We want to see a movement which
rejects openness, moralism and workshops, in favour
of clandestinity , professionalism, and solidarity.

I went to a much more inspiring meeting addressed
by the veteran American social ecologist Murray
Bookchin in May. Murray gave about 300 greens a
lecture on class ecology. He explained how
arguments that "we" are responsible for the
destruction of the environment are dangerous,
because they make us identify with corporations.
Against the view "that recognises the equality and
inherent worth of every form of life" (Green
Revolution, Spring "92) , Murray welcomed the
forthcoming elimination of the Smallpox virus.

SUPPORT THE ARIZONA 4!

4 Earth First! militants have been jailed in Arizona
for up to 6 years for damaging an environmentally
harmful ski resort. In spite of their deep ecological
ideas, they have to be supported. Solidarity is the
minimum starting-point for a discussion about the
relationship between class struggle and ecodefence.

The following addresses are copied from the
American Earth First! journal. Ilse Asplund and
Marc Baker c/o 1385 Iron Springs Rd, Box 104,
Prescott, AZ 86301, USA. Peg Millet, 23118-008,
37900 N 45th Ave, Dept 1785, Phoenix, AZ 85027,
USA. Mark Davis, 23106-008, Federal Correctional
Institute, RR 2 Box 9000, Safford, AZ 85546, USA.

Readers may be interested in Live Mid or Diel,
which is avarlable from POB 411233, San Francisco,
CA 94141. This is similar to Earth First! and
contains loads of interesting information about doing

things without getting caught.
more detailed class-based critique
of deep ecology, How Deep is

| Deep Ecology? by George
Bradford, can be obtained from

' Fifih Estate, 4632 Second Avenue,
' Detroit MI 48201, USA. Also

available from them is Ecodefence
(Ned Ludd Books 1987), an
outrageously irresponsible manual
of individual sabotage, which
substitutes the formation of small

, elite groups of rigidly disciplined
' self-appointed professional

saboteurs, for the real working
class tradition of mass meetings
and collective (contd. p94).
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The year 1842 was a verly significant one for the
proletariat of the British Is es. On the positive side it
was the occasion of a great struggle against wage
cutting and on the negative side it marked the
formation of the first modern national trade union.
This was the Miners’ Association of Great Britain
and Ireland, an organisation every bit as anti-
working class as the trade unions today, which used
almost rdentical methods to undermine the workers’
struggle for their interests. This was an event of
significance for the proletariat of the whole world
since the trade union form (once perfected) was one
which was to be exported across the globe.
Unionisation was not the only important event in the
"domestication" of the proletariat of Britain but it is
one of the clearest examples of a eneral trend from
the uncontrollable mobs of the lgth Century to the
passivity of the modern Labour Movement.

But fn'st let’s start as we mean to go on, with mass
strikes and uprisings. In mid 1842 conditions for the
working class were even more desperate than usual.
In some industrial towns half the population were
unemployed and those "lucky " enough to be in work
were often on short-time and subjected to frequent
wage cuts and speed up. The first sign of a fight
back was in West Bromwich in May when miners
went on strike. The strike was smashed by the police
and army and the workers were forced to accept a
10% wage cut but the strike had only been over a
fortnight when more than 10,000 iron and coal
workers struck in the Black Country. From here
trouble quickly spread to North Staffordshire and by
the end of July all the North Staffordshire mines
were closed and industry ground to a halt across the
whole of the Midlands. This was just the beginning.

In the textile towns large crowds of strikers and
other proletarians roamed about emptying the
factories and filling the streets. Many had sticks and
did not hesitate to use force to extend the struggle.
They pulled plugs from factory boilers so in
Lancashire and Yorkshire the strike became known
as the Plug Plot Riots. At Shelton, North Staffs. ,
Lord Granville’s pits had two furnaces blown up.
They still had not been replaced two years later. At
Bingley in Yorkshire strikers threatened to burn
down any mill that carried on working. They meant
rt.

At this time the police force barely existed. In the
Scottish town of Airdrie, for example, one
superintendent and four constables attempted to
control a mining community numbering 33,000! The

total force in Staffordshire was 184 men. Rescue of
prisoners was very common. On 6 August a large
crowd surged through Burslem, North Staffordshire,
in response to the arrest of three colliers for begging.
They roke into the police station, freed the men and
then smashed all the windows in the Town Hall. A
few days later in the same town Thomas Powys, a
magistrate and depufty lord lieutenant of the coung,
ordered troops to rre on a strikers demo in e
market square. One was killed and many wounded.
A crowd of 500 set off to burn Powys’ house. Later
various rich scumbags had their homes pillaged and
burnt. Coalowners and magistrates were singled out
for special treatment. So were the clergy - as well as
most of them preaching in support of coalowners
some of them actually were coalowners. God may
forgive, the proletariat doesn’t!

Many of the early clashes occurred because of
attempts by the authorities to crack down on
poaching and the stealing of vegetables, which went
on on an enormous scale. In Cheshire a special
mounted force was formed to ensure that information
about attacks on farms was quickly sent to the army.

When the strike movement ended in September, it
was a partial victory for the workers, despite the
vicious repression meted out by the state - hundreds
were imprisoned and sentences of over 20 years
transportation were common. But employers were
not able to impose the large-scale wage cuts (around
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It was clear that the
workers had won this victory not through peacefully
withdrawing their labour but through e traditional
methods of rioting, freeing prisoners, plundering and
burning the houses of the rich, theft, sabotage and
undemocratically spreading strikes through going
directly to other groups of workers. The numerous
unions founded shortly after this time set about
blatantly suppressing all of these activities in favour
of legality, peaceful behaviour and, sometimes, the
myth of the "General Strike" in which the workers
would redress all their grievances without a shot
being fired.

The Miners’ Association was not the only union
formed at this time. The Potters’ Union was formed
in 1843, so was the Cotton Spinners’ Association. In
1845 the local bodies of the printing trade were
united as the National Typographical Association.
The tailors and shoe makers were being enrolled into
national societies as were glass makers and steam
engine makers. It was the most significant thou h,
given its size (at one stage it may have had 100,500
members) and the important role played by miners in
the strike!riot wave.

The trade unions, including the Miners’ Association,
openly opposed all forms of struggle apart from the
peaceful withdrawal of labour. At one of the
founding meetings of the Miners’ Association at
Wakefield in November 1842 every pit was asked to
appoint delegates and urged to make “unity, peace,
law and order" its motto. This meant accepting the
logic of capitalist economics since obviousl workers
are less able to achieve anything by peaceiirl strikes
when there is a surplus of labour. This doesn’t mean
they can’t fight at all : it means they have to use
different methods. The struggles of 1842 were
against economic logic, taking p ace in the middle of
a "recession" and succeeding where peaceful strike
action would undoubtedly have failed. This wasn’t
the only way unions attempted to impose economic
logic - the Miners’ Association made regular appeals
to employers to unite with the workers in demanding
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A Scottish TU banner carried on demos supporting the Reform proletariat had to wait
Bill of 1832 which gave the vote to the middle classes another half century or

so.

It was also an important time for the state reform of
working conditions, that is; for planned preemptive
concessions to the working class designed to buy
social peace in the long term. This was the year of
The Midlands Mining Commission Report and the
First Report of the Commission on Children and
Young Persons - this was the first official exposé of
the widespread employment of children (often sent
down the mines at the age of four or five) and the
appalling conditions under which they worked. There
was renewed parliamentary agitation for the ten-hour
day for women and juveniles in the cotton industry.
This was led by Tory philanthropists such as Lord
Ashley (later Lord Shaftesburg) and finallg became
law m 1847. In 1848, w en many ourgeois
commentators thought that Britain was on the brink
of revolution, the Secretary of State wrote to Lord
Ashley saying "I shall declare without hesitation
that the passing of the Ten—Hours Bill has kept these
vast counties at peace during this eventful period" . In
1864 Gladstone declared in the House of Commons
that the law had been beneficial "both in mitigating
human suffering and in attaching important classes of
the community to Parliament and the Government
At first sight it may appear that this "movement" had
very little connection with what was actually
happening within the working class but in fact there
were numerous links between trade unionism and
philanthropic reformers. The Miners’ Association
passed many resolutions praising Lord Shaftesbury’s
work and continually plied him with data. He once
replied to them, saying he was “only an instrument,
and possessed little power unless the working classes
stood at his back".

CHARTISM  

Most of those involved in setting up and running the
unions in this period, particularly the Mmers’
Association, would have described themselves as
"Chartists". This meant they supported the "srx
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points of the People’s Charter" on the reform of
parliament. These were: adult male suffrage, no
property qualification, armual parliaments, equal
constituencies, salaries for MP’s and the secret
ballot. This was first formulated for a specifically
working class audience in 1836 by the London
Workingmen’ s Association, a small society largely
formed on the suggestion of the rich radical MP,
Francis Place. Their program was hardly original -
58 years previously one Major Cartwright had
introduced a Bill in the Commons containing the
same six points.

As can be imagined, Chartism was a very broad
church indeed, encompassing everyone from those
who thought that adult male suffrage would somehow
enable the country to be run a bit better to those,
such as James Bronterre O’Brien, who honestly
believed that it would lead to the abolition of private
property. Numerous progessive historians have
written that it was a revolutionary demand" - in
"the context of the times", of course. We won’t
waste time trying to refute this absurd idea except to
ask a rhetorical question: how come the famous
Chartist leader Feargus O’Connor was actually
elected to parliament in 1847 by the middle class
electors of Nottingham, and with a comfortable
majority? It is often described as the "first working
class organisation". It would be more accurate to
describe it as a middle class movement dedicated to
recuperating working class struggle. The intention of
Chartism was always to divert working class anger
into demands for an extension of the franchise. In
1848 when the working class urban centres of much
of Britain were engulfed in strikes and riots their
response was... a massive petition to parliament,
though they couldn’t quite make up their minds
Iélliflllhfil‘ to appeal to the Cabinet or directly to the

een.

As might be expected of a movement with such
conservative aims its maiir activities consisted of
organising petitions to parliament (with millions of
signatures) and mass peaceful demos and rallies
(hundreds of thousands of people). The fact that it
was possible to assemble this many proles peacefully
shows how much the working class had been tamed
by the l830’s. This had not gone unnoticed by
Francis Place: "Look even to Lancashire" he wrote
a month after the vicious pig massacre of a pro-
democracy demo at "Peterloo " (St. Peter’s Fields
near Manchester) in 1819:

" ’Lancashire brute’ was the common and appropriate
appellation. Until very lately it would have been
dangerous to have assembled 500 of them on any
occasion. Bakers and butchers would at the least
have been plundered. Now 100,000 people may be
collected together and no riot ensue, and why?. ..
The people have an object, the pursuit of which
gives them importance m their own eyes, elevates
them in their own opinion, and thus it is that the

 —

very individuals who would have been the leaders of
the riots are the keepers of the peace."

There were, however, those who believed in
achieving the goals of the Charter by insurrectionary
means. These were known as "physical force"
Chartists, as opposed to "moral force" Chaitists.
Sometimes they were as ood as their appellation.
One night in November 1838, for example, several
thousand workers marched into Newport intending to
free the imprisoned Chartist leader Vincent. They
were led by Frost who had just been sacked from his
post as a magistrate and was the chairman of a
Chartist Convention which had just dissolved. They
were attacked by troops and special constables and
ten workers were killed. Violent rhetoric was also
very common. The famous Chartist "extremist"
Julian Harney once advised his audience to carry "a
musket in one hand and a petition in the other" — an
early example of "the armalite and the ballot box"!
This was, after all, an age in which the state had
very little legitimacy and the idea of taking up arms
was very widespread amongst the working class.
Harney wrote of the winter of 1838-9:

"In small villages lying out from Newcastle the
exhortation to arms was being taken quite literally...
a strong tradition of owner-patemalism had been
replaced by an extremely class-conscious Chartism,
and fowlmg pieces, small cannon, stoneware
grenades, pikes and ’craa’s feet or caltrops - four-
$iked irons which could be strewn in a road to

sable cavalry horses - were being turned out in
quantities. It was localities like this which, on
hearing rumours that troops would be present at the
great meetinfgn in Newcastle on Christmas Day, sent
ptptuiers to d out if they were to bring aims with

em. "

THE INSURRECTIONARY TRADITION

"The Levelution is begun,
So I’ll go home and get my gun,
And shoot the Duke of Wellington"

- an 1820 ’s street song from Belper, Derbyshire

Since the 18th Century there had been an almost
unbroken tradition of organised violent resistance to
capital. The 19th Century was ushered in with a rash
of riots across England against high food prices
caused by Britain’s war with France. Much of the
rioting seems to have been organised in advance with
handbills being distributed. One, from London in
September 1800, said: "How long will ye quietly and
cowardly suffer yourselves to be imposed upon, and
half-starved by a set of mercenary slaves and
Government hirelings?. .. We are the sovereignty,
rise then fromSyour lethargy. Be at the Corn market
on Monday ".. ix days of rioting at the Corn Market
followed. Another called upon "Tradesmen,

Artizans, Joiuneymen, Labourers &c. " to meet on
Kenriington Common. The meeting was prevented
only by the use of troops.

For the first two decades of the century rural Ireland
was swept by one revolt after another. Secret
societies - Threshers, Caravats, Shanavests, Carders -
used various forms of violence to defend tenant

rights , to force down rent and prices, resist tithe
payment and drive out landlords. In 1806 the
Threshers virtually controlled Connaught. According
to the Irish Solicitor-General in 1811 the countryside
suffered from the "formidable consequences of an
armed peasantry, and a disarmed gentry”. The Lord
Chief Baron, sentencing a teenage boy to death for
stealing arms, declared: "Can it be endured, that
those persons who are labouring by day , should be
legislating by night?

THE LUDDITES

" In the three counties, the agitation for parliamentary
reform commenced at exactly the point where
Luddism was defeated." - E. P. Thompson, The
Making of the English Working Class.

The information in the following section is almost
entirely taken from E. P. Thompson. This is because
he seems to be the only lefty historian who’ s written
anything decent about them. Many of the academics
who deign to mention the Luddites are such blatant
brown-noses of the bourgeoisie they’re not worth
reading - for example, one hack describes them as
"simple-minded labourers... smashing the machines
which they thought responsible for their troubles "
(The Age ofRevolution, E. Hobsbawm, p55). EPT,
on the other hand, regards Luddism more as an
honest mistake made by the workers on the long and
tortuous path which led to the election of Harold
Wilson. As you can see from the above quote,
though, he is honest and often gives factual examples
which contradict his progressive, social democratic
ideas. From a communist perspective there is nothing
"outmoded" about the forms of action described
here. Some kind of Luddite-style community
organisation would be appropriate for workers in
small, scattered work-p aces today and, as for
Captain Swing, perhaps a few burning hayricks and
smashed farm machines might be just what rich
farmers need to persuade them to share some of their
fat EC subsidies with their miserably paid labourers.

The Luddite movement was focused around three
main industrial objectives - the destruction of power
looms in Lancashire, the destruction of shearing
frames in Yorkshire and resistance to the break-down
of custom in the Midlands framework-kriitting
industry. But the movement went well beyond these
objectives, drawing in proletarians from outside these
sectors and raising all kinds of political demands. It
was a movement of such strength that for several

months it could successfully resist 12,000 troops, not
by military confrontation but social means -
unbreakable community solidarity and spreading
disaffection in the troops’ own ranks. In June 1812
the Vice—Lieutenant o the West Riding declared
" . . .except for the very spots which were occupied by
Soldiers, the Country was virtually in the possession
of the lawless... the disaffected outmrmbering by
many Degrees the peaceable Inhabitants. "

The "croppers" of Yorkshire were highly skilled (and
highly paid) wool cloth finishing workers whose
status was threatened by two important inventions,
the gig-mill and the shearing frame. The gig—niill
was a device for raising the surface of cloth by
passing it between rollers . It was at least as old as
the mid- 16th Century since there was a statute of
Edward VI prohibiting its use. Workers had
prevented its widespread use ever since. Who says
gm can’t stand in the way of Progress? This struggle

d been particularly intense at the end of the 1 th
Century. In the West Country bodies of rioters 1,000
or 2,000 strong had attacked the hated mills. In 1809
Parliament repealed all the protective legislation
relating to the woollen industry - covering
apprenticeship, the gig-mill and the number of looms
which could be owned by one master.

The grievances of the framework-knitters of the
Midlands (mostly Nottingham, Derby and Leicester
area) were a bit more complicated. They mostly
worked in small industrial villages in workshops
containing three or four looms. These were rented
from their employer. Since the end of the 18th
Century they had suffered a severe worsening of
general conditions as the development of
uncontrolled prices and shoddy goods had
undermined their earnings and craft status. The
cotton weavers of Lancashire were also used to an
artisan status which was directly threatened by the
factory system.

The movement began in Nottingham in March 1811.
A large demonstration of framework-knitters was
dispersed by the army. That night 60 frames were
broken in the village of Arnold by rioters who didn’t
try to disguise themselves. They were cheered on by
the crowd. For several weeks similar incidents
occurred throughout north-west Nottinghamshire.
Despite the presence of troops and special constables,
no arrests could be made.

In November of that year Luddism appeared in a
more organised form. Frame-breaking had become
the work of disciplined bands who moved rapidly
from village to village at the dead of night. From
Nottinghamshire it spread to parts of Leicestershire
and Derbyshire, and continued without cease until
February 1812. On 10 November a hosier in Bulwell
defended his premises with arms. A Luddite was
killed but, after taking away his body , his comrades
returned, broke down the doors and smashed the
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frames. Three days later a large force of Luddites
armed with muskets, pistols, axes and hammers
destroyed 70 frames at a large workshop in Sutton-
in-Ashfield.

Only those frames were attacked which were
associated with reduced wages or the production of
lower qpaality goods. This "reformist" spirit of the
Notting m Luddites is expressed well by the
popular ballad of the time, General Ludd ’s Triumph:

The guilty may fear but no vengeance he aims
At the honest man ’s life or Estate,
His wrath is entirely confined to wideframes
And to those that old prices abate.
These Engines ofmischief were sentenced to die
By unanimous vote of the Trade
And Ludd who can all opposition dejy
Was the Grand executioner made.

The Luddites were masked and had a well developed
system of signals, sentiriels and couriers. Whoever
led the raiding party on the particular night would be
referred to as General Ludd. They also had
"inspectors" who went around investigating pay and
conditions and collected money for the workers made
unemployed by the frames being broken.

At the beginning of February 1812 this phase of
Midlands Luddism quickly died away. There were
three main reasons or this. Not least of these was
the fact that the use of terror by the workers had
been quite successful, and wages had risen.
Secondly, there were now several thousand troops in
the area. Thirdly, there was now a Bill before
Parliament to make frame-breaking punishable by
death. This didn’t stop the movement but did cause
considerable panic in the workers’ ranks. It also
created a space for parliamentarism and trade
unionism. A quasi-legal association, the "United
Committee of Framework-Knitters" was formed to
petition parliament for a Bill to protect pay and
conditions. The Committee tried to suppress
machine-brealn'ng but feelings were running high in
Nottingham, where seven Luddites were sentenced to
transportation. In April a hosier was shot and
wounded outside his house. He was accused in a
letter from "the Captain" of attempting to force his
women workers into prostitution by paying them
such low wages. After the inevitable defeat of the
Bill a union was set up. The prime movers of the
union were Henson and Coldham. Henson was an
experienced activist in the secret " Institution" to
which all framework-knitters belonged. Coldham was
the Town Clerk of Nottingham! It had an effective
existence for two years and seems to have been
powerful enough to prevent a serious resurgence of
Luddism. .

The Nottingham events directly inspired the
Yorkshire croppers . Luddism appeared modelled on
the existing tactics but accompanied by a much

greater number of threatening letters. A leaflet was
distributed in Leeds which was far more
insurrectionary than anything seen in Nottingham -

" . . .You are requested to come forward with Arms
and help the Redressers to redress their Wrongs and
shake off the hateful Yoke of a Silly Old Man, and
his Son more silly and their Rogueish Ministers, all
Nobles and Tyrants must be brought down..."

These Luddites expressed solidarity with struggles in
Ireland and elsewhere. One letter goes

" . . .the Weavers in Glasgow and many parts of
Scotland will join us the Papists in Ireland are rising
to a Man, so that they are likely to find the soldiers
something else to do than Idle in Huddersfield and
then woe to the places now guarded by them... "

Many of the smaller manufacturers just gave in,
destroying or storing their own shearing-frarnes.
After six or seven weeks only a few substantial mills
were still holding out. In particular there were two
owners who were notorious for their determination
to defy the Luddites , they both kept armed company
goons and troops on the premises day and night.
According to tradition, the luddites drew lots to
decide which mill to attack. The choice fell on
Rawfolds in the Spen Valley. Around 150 Luddites
attacked it. They failed. Many were wounded, two
of them mortally and they had to be left behind. The
first blood had been shed and it did not go
unavenged. Later the same month the other notorious
owner, one William Horsfall from Ottiwell, was shot
dead.

In Lancashire the movement was more one of open
mass riots. On 20 March the warehouse of one of the
first manufacturers to use the power-loom was
attacked at Stockport. In early April there were
numerous riots aiming to force down the prices of
potatoes and bread. On 20 April in Middleton a
power-loom mill was attacked by several thousand.
It’ s defenders fired muskets , three attackers were
killed and many wounded. The next morning the
crowd assembled in even greater strength. They were
joined by a body of men armed with muskets and
picks with an effigy of General Ludd and a red flag
at their head. Finding the mill still impregnable the
crowd burned the riiill-owner’s house instead. Four
days later a large mill was successfully burnt down
in Westlioughton.

April-May 1812 was a real high point in the class
war. Outside the Luddite areas there were serious
food riots in Bristol, Carlisle, Leeds, Sheffield and
Barnsley. In Cornwall the miners struck and marched
into the market towns demanding reductions in food
prices. In Sheffield a militia arms store was broken
into. On May 11 the Prime Minister, Perceval, was
assassinated in the House of Commons. Joy amongst
the proles was unrestrained. In London large crowds
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gathered outside the Commons and cheered the
assassin as he was led away. In Nottingham order
could only be restored by military force and the
reading of the Riot Act. It was widely assumed that
Perceval’ s death must be the result of some
revolutionary conspiracy. There was widespread
disappointment when it turned out to be the work of
a solitary hero.

One of the factors which brought this movement to
an end was more repression - more troops, more
spies, more arrests and an increasing number of
executions. But probably more important was a
major concession. This was the repeal of the so-
called Orders In Council in June 1812. This was the
policy of blockading France as part of Britain’s war
effort. Its repeal led to an immediate improvement in
trade, greatly relieving the famine conditions existing
in many parts of the country.

But the ending of the bosses’ recession didn’t
completely kill the movement. Luddism in Yorkshire
and Lancashire largely gave way to preparations for
an insurrection. During the summer of 1812 there
were numerous raids for arms. Lead for making
bullets was also being taken, in the form of pumps,
water-spouts and guttering. The conspiracy extended
well outside the Luddite areas but, unfortimately ,
never got as far as an actual uprising.

Over the next two or three decades the tactics of
Luddism did much to inspire other movements of
class warfare.

In the early 1820’s in Monrnouthshire, Wales there
existed a secret organisation known as the " Scotch
Cattle" based on the colliers. They claimed that Ned
Ludd was their founder. Like the Luddites they had
a well developed system of threatening letters , night
meetings and military-style signals. They specialised
in blowing up furnaces and terrorisirig scabs. Their
leader was said to be Lolly, obviously Lol - the Lord
of Misrule.

In 1830 the discontent of agricultural labourers
exploded through the southern and eastern counties
of England in marches from village to village,
breaking threshing machines and demanding higher
wages. Night time arson and machine-breaking were
very widespread. "Captain Swing" was the signature
most often attached to the threatening letters sent to
landowners, farmers and parsons. Wages were
successfully raised for a time but the main lasting
effect was that the widespread introduction of
threshing machines in rural England was delayed
until the 1850’ s.

An important feature of all these movements was the
commitment to secrecy. The clandestine hit squads of
the day were premised upon a mass culture of non-
cooperation. Whole working class communities
refused to collaborate with the authorities. Often
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A "Swing" letter
Contrast this with a statement made by the executive
of the Miners’ Association in 1844 to the employers.
It began: "We have no secrets; all is done openly
and to any of our meetingls all are invited.
Manufacturers! Traders! and S opkeepers! You are
deeply interested in our welfare".

The legalisation of certain forms of organisation such
as the repeal of the Combination Acts in 1824 is not
something which enabled the working class to
organise itself better - the Luddites were pretty well
organised and everything is legal if you don’t get
caught! What it did do was ena le the recuperators ,
particularly middle class ones from outside
"impenetrable" working class communities, to
become better or anised. The attitudes which the
working class hadg had towards rich reformers was
summed up by Francis Place "The laws against
combinations... induced [working people] to break
and disregard the laws. They made them suspect the
intentions of every man who tendered his services".

4|

THE RECUPERATORS

It would be a mistake to think that the development
of trade unionism and parliamentary politics was just
a middle class conspiracy. If petal bourgeois I and
even bourgeois elements ad an in uence out of all
proportion to their numbers it was because, for the
most part, the proles saw nothing wrong with this.
As E. P. Thompson says in The Making of the
English Working Class:

"Only the gentleman - Burdett, Cochrane, Hunt,
Feargus O’Connor - knew the forms and language of
high politics, could cut a brave figure on the
hustings, or belabour the Ministers in their own
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tongue. The reform movement might use the rhetoric
of equality, but many of the old responses of
deference were still there even among the huzzaing
crowds".

But the role of middle class types should not be
underestimated. Most of the top leaders of the
Miners’ Association had never worked in the coal
industry despite the continual cry from the members
for the appointment of sacked miners as officials.
The Association’s treasurer, for example, was a pub
landlord from Newcastle. A particularly important
role in the union was played by W. P. Roberts, a
solicitor from Bath, who was the union’ s legal
officer.

In so far as Roberts and his friends had a political
program for the union it can be summed up as the
Right to Strike. That is, a class deal whereby the
bosses allow the workers to struggle by peaceful,
democratic means in return for guarantees that they
won’t go any further than that, that they won’t
threaten the bosses property rights or control over
the production process. The right to strike implies
the right to manage. It also implies that the Ru e of
Law should, to some extent, apply to all classes.
Obviously , workers will only have any respect for
the law if they can sometimes win court cases. This
is where Roberts came in.

The Miners’ Association was the fnst union in
Britain to use the law courts in a systematic way to
defend its members. Roberts became known as the
"workingman’s Attorney General ". He used to travel
up and down the country representing miners , and
often other workers, in magistrates courts. "We
resisted every individual act of oppression, even in
cases where we were sure of losing" , he explained.
He was very good at his job, winning many small
victories against the employers, here freeing a man
imprisoned for leaving work without permission,
there taking back wages illegally withhe d. He once
boasted that he had taught the magistrates law and
how to make legal warrants. He regularly had the
decisions of magistrates overtumed by the Court of
Queen’ s Bench in London. The fact that the
authorities allowed him to get away with all this
shows how much the ruling class were prepared to
make concessions to integrate the proletariat into
civil society.

The commitment of the union to the rule of law was
nothing short of fanatical. They always told miners
to be peaceful, even when they were being evicted
from their homes. This happened on a massive scale
during the strike in Northumberland and Durham in
1844. The Northumbrian miners’ union leader
Thomas Burt (later to become a Liberal MP)
describes how families "stood with tears in their eyes
and saw villainous wretches throwing to the door
articles to which the memory of past years had given
sanctity; but they had been taught by their leaders
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that if the peace was broken, they might bid farewell
to their cherished union; and such was the power,
eloquence, and advocacy of their leaders that the
peace was not broken, even under such trying
conditions". Rule 12 of the union’ s constitution
(agreed in May 1843) stated “That this Association
will not support or defend any member who shall in
any way violate the laws of the country".

As well as assisting Queen Victoria’s judiciary the
union also attempted to suppress strikes, even legal
ones, in a way which today we fmd very familiar.
During 1844 there were strikes in almost every
coalfield in Britain but the union doggedly
maintained its position of opposing all "partial "
strikes. Only a "general" strike of the whole industry
was supposed to be good enough.

The union conference in Manchester in January 1844
was held in the midst of a strike wave in the South
Lancashire coal-field. There had been 20 strikes and
100’s of men had been out for 5 months. Since the
last conference had condemned partial strikes they
had not received a penny in strike pa and union
officials had been sent to try to get tliem back to
work. Not stuprisingly, thousands left the union over
the next few months. In many cases the men had
succeeded in winning large pay rises through their
unofficial action!

But the union didn’t have things all its own way. As
well as the unofficial strikes (many of which it had
to officialise) there were numerous occasions where
the veterans of 1842 failed to fully observe the spirit
of Rule 12. During a strike in Yorkshire in 1844
scabs had been brought in from Derbyshire in large
numbers. At the Soap House pit near Sheffield they
were housed in a barracks in the pityard. A large
crowd scaled the walls, broke open the doors,
smashed every window and gave the scabs a good
kicking. During the same strike, at Deep pit in the
same area, strikers blew up the engine boiler. These
sort of incidents, though, had aheady become few
and far between by 1842 standards. The Miners’
Association largely disappeared after the anti-Chartist
repression and recession of 1848 , but the damage
had been done.
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The basic proletarian position on fascism and anti-
fascism can be stated Simply. Fascist and Nazi
governments are anti-working class, and have
murdered millions of working class people in the
interests of capitalist accumulation. When not in
government, fascists have often played an important
role for the state in spreading racism, dividing and
weakening the proletariat. Judged by these criteria,
all other capitalist political ten encies are no
different. Democratic govemments have killed just as
many people as fascist ones, and through
nationalism, reinforce racist divisions. The left have
used anti-fascism to persuade people to support
democratic parties. During the Second World War,
this was useful to the Allies. The main purpose of
anti-fascism was to justilzyh the war, and crush the
working class. This was e central aim of the war
effort, as shown by Britairi’s attitude towards
resistance to Hitler inside Germany : the Foreign
Office argued "the Gestapo and the SS have done us
an appreciable service in removing a selection of
those who would undoubtedly have posed as ’good’
Germans after the defeat of a Nazi Germany "
(Guardian, 23 July 92). When Milan’s workers rose
against the fascist government in 1943, Britain and
the US bombed them.

In Britain today, anti-fascist fronts divert those who
wish to fight racism towards the almost irrelevant
tactic of chasing small groups of skinheads. There is
no evidence that racist attacks on black people are
primarily carried out by Nazis: ordinary British
patriotism is the problem. Anti-fascists do not
challenge patriotism, in fact they support it. They
demonstrate every year against fascists marching
with the other capitalist parties, who fully supported
the World Wars, to remember the dead. They olglect
to fascists tainting the patriotic ceremony with eir
nasty foreign ideas. On Remembrance Sunday 1991,
a speaker from Anti-Fascist Action argued against
burning the Union Jack, and instead set fire to an
imperial German flag.

In Labour-controlled Camden, when the council
started deporting Irish and Bangladeshi workers, the
left pleaded with them to stop doing it, because it
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"played into the hands of the Nazis". It never
occurred to them that the Labour Party were doing
what the fascist groups could only dream about. In
another London borough, Tower Hamlets, Labour
and Liberal councils ran a defacto apartheid policy,
putting Indian and Bangladeshi families in separate
estates from whites. Targetting fascists is a deliberate
strategy by icepick-heads to shield Labour politicians
in local govermnent, though the anarchists involved
in anti-fascism lack the analytical ability to see that
they are being used for this purpose.

The anti-fascist movement’s analysis of the fascist
resurgence in Germany today is basically that
Germans have an inbuilt urge to wear jackboots and
march around doing Nazi salutes. There are even
anti-fascists in Germany who have internalized the
democratic!Zionist guilt trip so completely that they
defend the bombing of Dresden by the Allies! The
following article hopefully goes some way towards
explaining the problem of neo-Nazism from a more
internationalist perspective.

So much for the situation in Britain. Beyond the
white cliffs of Dover, things are a bit more
complicated. Fascists supported by Germany have
democratically taken power in Croatia and started a
civil war. Fascist parties have gained 15 % and more
of the vote in Germany, France and Italy. Though
these parties have little chance of winning power -
their role is to help the state divide white workers
from immigrants to keep wages down, rather than
prevent immigration altogether - they are obviously
more important than their counterparts in Britain or
the USA. Here we publish an account of an anti-
fascist demo in Germany by the German communist
group Wildcat. We don’t completely agree with it.
For example, we don’t like the conclusion that
people join anti-fascist groups because communists
have nothing better to suggest. We always have
something better to suggest: as Wildcat know better
than anyone, there is always some sort of class
struggle going on. The relative downturn at present
is no excuse for supporting the left.
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A TOUGH STATE AND SOFT HEADS

The demo in Hoyerswerda

The followirhgl does not claim to be a comprehensive
critique of e demonstration in Hoyerswerda. A
vehement discussion is currently taking place in
Berlin on this. The demo was successful on a
number of scores: there was a lot of spraying and
sticking-up posters (for a few days Hoyerswerda
must have been the most colourful town in the
Federal Republic). On the day a lot of things were
discussed in general and this tgrobably had
consequences w ich went beyond e day of the
demo. Instead we want to draw attention to a few
weak points in autonomous anti-fascism and pose a
few uestions which are, unfortunately , not being
raiseti by anyone at all. The following rs, therefore,
a mere start and not an analysis of the overall
situation; just a few ideas on how our struggle
against racist tendencies and our intervention in the
c ass struggles of ’9l/92 might look.

Until the l960’s Hoyerswerda was a small village in
Saxony. Then a "workers’ town" with 60,000
inhabitants was built overnight, with almost everyone
there working in the brown coal mines. From the
early l980’s on, the G.D.R. imported tens of
thousands of cheap labourers from Mozambique and
Vietnam to work m the Cottbuss brown coal mines.
They were crammed into hostels, with frequently 4.5
men to a room. With the end of the G.D.R. and the
projected closure of the gigantic open-pit, brown coal
mines they were gradually sent back to their home
countries. About 200 were still there when a group
of fascists drove Vietnamese traders from the weekly
market in the middle of September. The latter
retreated into the hostel. That night stones were
thrown at the hostel... For some time the
management of the brown coal mines had been
making life difficult for the foreign workers. For
examp e, they had raised the bonus for German
workers by more than DM 800, whilst raising it by

about DM 200 for the foreigners and simultaneously
making an "offer " to these workers to terminate lLi‘l611‘
contracts prematurely. Instead of accepting this they
went on strike for the same bonuses, and the
management responded by forbidding them entry to
the company premises. ubsequently, negotiatrons
followml in the hostel without producing any results
- three hours later the attacks on the hostel started.
In order to get rid of the foreign workers, the
enterprise would have had to give them severance
pay. (There is also a rumour that the owners paid or
incited the fascists; some people claim to have seen
them talking.) The following night the fascists
returned, and this time there were two dozen of
them. The workers finally lost their tempers and hit
back with a counter attack. Afterwards the attacks
shifted to the hostel for refugees applying for
political asylum and intensified each night. Fascists
came from the whole surrounding area, and
gradually about 300 people gathered around the
scene, clapping every time mollies hit their targets.
The crowd also included a number of youths who
wanted to have a go at the police and who couldn’t
care less about the fascists and the foreigners. For
days on end the state played little games with its
ostensible helplessness before suddenly arranging for
most of the workers and all the refugees to be
transported away on 29th September: through rows
of applauding residents from the neighbourhood.

"Hoyerswerda" was the most concentrated mobili-
sation of the state to take place so far. At the same
time it revealed the most concentrated agreement
between the left and the state: from pamphlets to the
taz (leftlalternative newspaper) to Springer’ s
Morgenpost agreement prevailed: the Ossis (East
Germans) had to be taught democracly. The taz even
went so far as to demand BGS ( ederal Border
Police), barbed wire and stricter laws for the Ossis.
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On 9th September a convoy of some 1,000 people
set off from Berlin for an "anti-racist demo" in
Hoyerswerda. After gathering on a car park outside
the town, the demo proceeded towards the new
town: an incredible mixture of 60’ s style
rabbit-hutches - one slab of concrete after another,
visibly beginning to disintegrate - built for the
working class in the period of real socialism. There
were the standard slogans "Nazis out, foreigners in "
(not being able to think of anything better we
decided to stay quiet), there were those who, with
foaming mouths, planted themselves in front of the
blocks of flats, pointing up at the people on the
balconies shouting "You should be ashamed! " ,
"Anyone who remains silent agrees! " , "Nazis out!
Such clear expressions of one’s political standpoint
were followed by deeds: cars were attacked and
stones thrown at private dwellings.

Then the cops formed a thin line in front of the
(deserted) re gee hostel and wouldn’t let us go any
further. Demonstrators began, as a result, to break
up concrete slabs and to prepare to charge through
the police line - only to be immediately surrounded
by others wanting to stop them. The masked
demonstrators retorted with "autonomous
reformists! " , punches and hitting people on the head
with batons. Finally , the demo leaders decided to
turn back. We could no longer stand it in the demo
with the moralistic, anti-fascist slogans, its inner
confusion and the aggression directed at each and
everyone there, and five of us set off for "enemy
territory During our walk through the new town
we ran into people who were, almost without
exception, horrified about the attacks on foreigners
— but who did not see any way of intervening
personally or of at least standmg up and stating quite
clearly that they thought that what was happening
was shit. One young woman said: all the older
people think like my mother, that what the fascists
did was good. In the future it will be embarrassing
if someone asks you where you come from. When
we retumed to the demo it had been standing in front
of a second police cordon of the BGS. Negotiations
were conducted for about two hours. This time
outside pressure had once again ignited bloody
disputes within the demo. In the meanwhile its
character had also begun to change: an increasing
number of young peop e from Hoyerswerda began to
join the demonstration, making announcements over
the loudspeaker. An old man standing on a balcony
waved his red flag and lowered drinks, others
distributed sandwiches among the demonstrators
As it was already beginning to get dark, we were
finally given permission - with vicars leading the
way - to start demonstrating. When we set off there
were about a thousand of us and probably about a
thousand came out and joined in; by the end of the
demo there were about three thousand of us - i.e.
several hundred peo le from Hoyerswerda had joined
in (in front of the ti)emo, behind the demo, most of
them alongside it, but quiet a few of the courageous

people joined in). The demo came to an end at the
workers’ hostel, where 21 people from Mozambique
were still staying. They were in the two top floors
(probably the llth and 12th) and hung white sheets
out of the windows. Now the emotional climax was
reached: "We’ve got a song for you. " And then it
was played through the loudspeakers at full power:
" Deutschland verrecke! (Go to hell Germany) ". This
is when most of the demonstrators with black masks
discovered the child inside each of them, their knees
went weak and they began to dance and shout for
joy. International solidarity had been re- established,
the demo was a complete success — at least for all
those who thought that they would be running into
60,000 fascists and now saw that this was not the
case!_ For everyone else a number of questions
remarn open:

1) With the new Law on Foreigners, with the
fascist grotgis bawling their heads off at the Polish
border, wi the systematic attacks on hostels for
foreigners, and not least with African workers and
asylum applicants being driven out of Hoyerswerda
toglether with the gestures by politicians and the
Po ice operations, the Federal German state is
preparing a new sector of the labour market: the
(illegal) exploitation of several million new
immigrants— "Hoyerswerda" was the provisional
climax of a state campaign against the rmmigrants
coming here and the foreigners who live here.

This constellation is remarkably similar to that of
1986: industrialists in the Federal Republic are faced
with the problem that immigration is now declining
substantially (in the building industry, catering and
agriculture there are bitter complaints about a
"shortage of labour") following the 1.1 million
coming across from the East in 1988 an 1989. In
analysis and strategy papers prepared for their own
use, industrialists and their consultants assume that
the Federal Republic will require several million new
immigrants in the 90’s. For some months now
politicians have been stirring up the "refugee
question" (although people applying for refugee
status only constitute a minute proportion of
immigrants). The FRG needs more immigrant
workers who should not, however, come here feeling
self-confident but intimidated and as "tolerated"
workers. The state is experimenting: huge waves of
immigration have, to be sure, always led to
explosions within the class, but have usually and
rapidly also brought fresh wind into the class
struggles ("Italian strikes" in the sixties, "Turkrsh
strikes" at the beginning of the seventies, etc.)
Whereas earlier state measures aimed at "integratmg
guest workers " , they are now directed towards
"making immigration precarious": work permits for
persons applying for refugee status, eroding the laws
on political asylum, the new Law on Foreigners, the
toleration of fascist groups, the media campaign over
the "issue of political asylum" (racist condltioning of
the indigenous working class) , the sudden outcry in
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the media over attacks on foreigners"(with the
desired imitations). These are all aspects of a state
strategy which is intended to prepare the ground for
the immigrants arriving in the next few years.

2) This campaign is also directed against the
entire working class and, in particular, against
the threat of struggles in the ormer GDR.

The many attacks on hostels for foreigners over the
past few years were generally published as short
reports on the "colour page" of the newspapers. In
the week in which the press suddenéy took a ancy to
publishing these attacks on the st page of the
paper, a few thousand workers at the Tridelta-Werke
(an electronics company) occupied the Hermsdorfer
motorway intersection a few miles away, shutting it
down for the entire Friday afternoon. They had
discovered that Tridelta was to be shut down. This
kind of struggle was unprecedented in the history of
the Federal Republic (at best there had been the
one-minute motorway occupation under the strictest
control of the unions following prior consultation
with the police) and it was not to be allowed to
spread under any circumstances. For in the coming
months, hundreds of thousands of dismissals are
impending in the south of the GDR And in the
Hoyerswerda area two events are taking place almost
simultaneously, as in the rest of the former GDR:
two days after the demo took place the rents were
increased five and even six-fold. A one-room flat in
one of the glorious housing blocks now costs DM
250 (= £87 per month). Secondly, at the end of the
year the short-time working regulation will cease to
apply: almost all the 60,000 workers in Hoyerswerda
work in the open-pit brown coal mines and in coal
processing, which are to be reduced in size at the
end of this year. Unemployment will be sent soaring.
What will happen if the workers revolt? What will
happen if they discover their power in the
conglomeration of Hoyerswerda? The working class
in the former GDR has not ceased struggling and
putting up resistance since the GDR was driven to
collapse. By stirring up "hatred of foreigners" two
things have been achieved: the people have been
given a scapegoat - within reach - for their own
impoverished situation, and at the same time all
Ossis have been branded potential racists in order to
intimidate them and to keep a lid on the impending
class struggles.

3) Hatred of foreigners grows from below. There
are countless isolated reactions (in the family, in the
"German" housing estate, groups of different
nationalities in the factories, during leisure time,
etc.) to the uncertainty and, in some cases,
aggravation of material conditions by the 1.1 million
"immigrants from the east" , to the stagnation in class
struggles in the old Federal German state, to the
widespread social rejection and mobilisation
expertenced through "re-unification" ’ , to the
traumatic events taking place at the level of " foreign
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policy" (the Gulf War, the civil war in Yugoslavia
...). There is widespread fear of the future
(ecological, with the war, with mass unemployment
or for whatever reason). There is growing aggression
and an increasing tendency to make "too many
foreigners" responsible for one’ s own problems and
even more so for fears projected into the future.
People are becoming more aggressive. And, in
general, the situation rs reminiscent of the sixties and
the defamation of the " Itacker" (a pejorative term for
Italians): as being lazy, depressing wages, chasing
the German women etc Two things are different:
today there are far more movements, but there is far
less of the spirit of upheaval and revolt than in the
sixties. This has made it very easy for the state so
far to exploit these tendencies in the class for its own
use.

4) There is no left in the world which cares so
little about the "proletarian world‘ yet is so
ready to put the blame on ‘racism, fascism,
sexism, Teutomania" etc . etc . when problems
arise. These slogans have one prime goal: to keep
the social reality at bay and to confront them on a
moral level only.

The mobilisation which followed Hoyerswerda took
place under the banner of moral outrage: "You make
us sick and now we’re gonna show you! " Some
anti-fascists saw it as a "punitive expedition" and let
themselves go accordingly. They still maintain after
the event that "90 or 9 % " of the inhabitants of
Hoyerswerda are fascists.

Nobody took the trouble to see whether there were
real problems between the "foreitgners " and the
"Hoyerswerda locals" (all o whom are
"newcomers"), or how people have dealt with the
situation up to now. These are problems which exist
in any (alternative!leftist) scene dpub and in every
squat in which German comra es and foreigner
workers try to live together. For example, there have
also been fights with Africans in Kreuzberg scene
pubs because they tried to get off with the women;
there were also fights at the demo between
"Germans " and "foreigners" - Is it an accident when
it happens "in our circles"? Racism when it takes
place among workers?? Something that has to be

ept hushed up when it happens among refugees???

5) "Hoyerswerda" was and is being used by the
political class (from the [neo-fascist] Republicans
to the Greens) for their own use. The state created
a fair acconépli when it deliberately rushed the
"endangered oreigners " away in buses: an invitation
to Nazis and their drunken mates to continue. It
succeeded far better as a state spectacle directed
against new immigrants than the brutal expulsion of
Albanian refugees from Italy - ir1 that case the state
was visible, in Germany the "mood of the people" is
presented as something which the state can hide
behind or oppose.

L

The campaign is better prepared and with more
advance planning than the "Flutkampagne" -
denouncing the flood of refugees, especially via East
Berlin — of 1986 (at the time the state campaign
tended to produce solidarity). That also led to a
considerable dissolution of solidarity among
institutional groups and the liberal left. Today almost
everyone, from left to right, from green to brown,
church to "pro asyl", Turk to Osst agrees on two
points: first we haven’t got anything against
foreigners. Secondly, the boat is full. The only ones
who aren’t in this front are the industrialists. The
lvlfirrschafiswoche (c . f. the Economist) carried the
headline “There is still room in the boat" , adding
quite bluntly that the whole dispute was mere
"electioneering". The CDU was trying to gain votes
with the "asylum question". Lafontaine, who for
years has counted among the most savage
demagogues opposing applicants for asylum and
immigrants from the east, made an effective media
pose standing on the market square at Hoyerswerda.

he "taz" demanded border police and barbed wire
against the "Ossis", who weren’t yet ripe for
democracy. The German left more or less
"nationalised" itself (from the green to the
autonomous social workers). At best they envisage
"politics from below" as street work. Their practice
confirms the fascist view of the world: oppose the
left and their state

6) The West German state uses the fascists. The
German state cannot cover the " new Federal Lander"
as extensively as it would like to, and in a manner to
which we Wessis are accustomed. There is little
police presence, social workers are scarce, etc.. But
this state is in the process of coming out of its
position of weakness. Southern Italy is an example of
the way in which weak state presence need not mean
anarchy at all: there the mafia has assumed the
functions of the state. Hoyerswerda demonstrates that
this state can use a dozen fascists in order to show
all foreigners - with the help of the media (including
the "left") that this time the wind of change is
blowing: that is why those who fled from
Hoyerswerda will continue to be given bad treatment
in an exemplary fashion (through being torn apart,
not legalised, etc). Yet the power of the state really
is too weak in the area which was formerly the
GDR, and not only against the hooligans. It hasn’t
had any means so far of proceeding, for example,
against motorway occupations, strikes, etc.. A few
fascists are certainly not enough to make up for this.
on the other hand, an excuse was needed: one cannot
openly send in troops trained in putting down civil
disobedience just one year after re—unification. The
excuse for moving in the border police is now there
(the taz has grounds to celebrate! ).

Triggered off by the politicians and the media, there
were systematic attacks on hostels for foreigners
throughout Germany. For the first time the fascists
had a broad public impact, Hundreds of right-wing

drinking pals finally felt called upon to act.

Nor can the observation of a LKA (state criminal
investigation department) cop be dismissed out of
hand, i.e. that some of the attacks were "in their
precision, untypical of the far right scene " , and
untypical was also the fact that there were not any
letters claiming to have been responsible What
was the story behind "Gladio"? (see Wildcat 53 p16,
c.f. also the use of fascists by the state in other
NATO countries, e.g. Italy.)

7) The West German state uses the anti-fascists.
Political fascism as a revolutionary strategy is
finished. It is no longer able to do anything which
carmot be functionalised by either the state or the
Nazi squads. It has no political substance: when
organised anti-fascists announce that the situation
now is the same as in 1933 they only make fools of
themselves. They have no moral substance: the
hardest fights and the largest number of casualties
came about as a result of demonstrators attacking one
another at Hoyerswerda. The functionalisation of
young kids who see to it that the heat really gets
turned on at demos is now rebounding. Political anti-
fascism is now only a recruiting ground for
hierarchically structured, political organisations -
and, of course, continues to be a field of activity for
militant big shots. However, this should b no means
distort our view of the many new peopie who are
simply sick of the way in WhlCh foreigners are being
treated here, and who want to do something about it.
As long as we have nothing better to suggest and to
practice, they will first politicise themselves throu_gh
the anti-fascist groups

8) Let’s turn "Hoyerswerda" on its head. The
demonstration in Hoyerswerda was a concentrated
experience which could happen anywhere in this

' d ' ' ti 'dl becsoc1ety:_ _ec1s1ve ac on can rapt y ome a
crystalhsatron point, since the atmosphere has
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The ANL grossly underestimate the number of people
killed in the Nazi death camps. Six million is the figure
normally given for Jews: it does not include Poles,
Russians, lazy workers etc.
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become highly politicised everywhere.

* In a Berlin factory, with an almost exclusively
Turkish workforce, the mass emfiployment of
Vietnamese, and then of immigrants om the east,
and finally of Ossis, completely undermined the
combativeness of the collectivity. Following the Gulf
War huge splits appeared among the workforce:
playing cards, eating, talking with one another in the
breaks - all these things were done almost
exclusively according to nationality. The press
reports about Hoyerswerda did a lot to break this
down and set things in motion: the Turks first started
to discuss it a lot among themselves, asking how
they could deal with the situation (it is important to
know that they started to conquer the surrounding
area this summer together with their families: you
can now buy doner kebabs at all weekly markets
within a radius of 50 km, as well as Turkish clothes
etc.). Then there was a lot of aggression directed
primarily against Ossis with short hair: "Hey , are
you also a fascist?" and so on. Over the next few
days this behaviour was greatly stepped up by the
Turkish and Vietnamese workers and directed against
all German supervisors. After a while they no longer
dared go near the assembly lines because they were
greeted everywhere with cries of "Heil Hitler!" and
so on. The day the state expelled the foreigners from
Hoyerswerda the supervisors felt compelled to issue
a formal declaration that they were not Nazis, had
nothing against foreigners and that they regretted the
incident. In this heated and highly politicised
situation the Ossi’s and the Turks did at least start to
talk to one another. Yet a week later the discussion
subsided: the debate in the Bundestag on the current
situation and the newsipaper reports were generally
understood as an all-c ear signal, the German state
would protect people because it still wants to have
foreigners working here.

* People in Berlin occupied a house in Ktinigs
Wusterhausen, the stronghold of the regional fascist
scene. When they moved in they first had to paint
over the Nazi slogans inside the house. They are
trying out a mixture of living, making music, doing
cultural projects, creating a meeting place for youths
and space for everyone. They have had trouble with
the Nazis and things have been demolished, mollies
thrown, cars wrecked in front of the house, etc.. At
the armual "beach party", which has been violently
disrupted by Nazis for the past three years, it comes
to the (prepared) show-down: 40 fascists with
baseball bats are driven off by 20 people. One fascist
is left lying on the ground with a cracked skull. The
next evening a group of people are shot at from a big
BMW passing by, someone is hit in the upper arm.
But these are acts of desperation by the fascists.
Anti-fascist activities follow, scaring the young Nazis
to such an extent that they leave their outfits at home
and stop running around in Konigs Wusterhausen and
call a "peace conference". But, above all, the people
in the squat have succeeded in rapidly establishing

good contact with their neighbours and they write:
"The Ossis are provincial somehow, you notice that
because they are so damned human. Thank God we
are immune to that because we walk around in a suit
of armour full of prejudices which we would call
racism elsewhere." The (autonomous) left, with its
(superficial) morality distorts analysis of any social
rea ity. The real phenomenon, i.e. that the class is
directing its hatred against itself in some cases, is
only dealt with as fear (mixed up with the fear of
therr own decline). Shouting their own fears into the
society: "Foreigners, don’t_lgo to the DDR! " , "Girls,
don’t go on the streets! " , " omorrow it will be your
turn! ! " are no substitute for revolutionary politics.

Instead of withdrawing and isolating ourselves in line
with the general trend we must intervene!

Not as a punitive expedition of people with a
superior morality , but in confronting the situation
day by day. That presumes that we learn to
distinguish between real problems and fascist
slogans. And that we have some idea of the way to
overcome these problems.

We need access to the entire class situation if we
want to rntervene tn a revolutronary sense.

DON’T STAND AND WATCH!! DON’T
STAND BACK!! DON’T BE SCARED!! GO
AMONG THE PEOPLE! ! TALK WITH THEM! !
ASK IF THERE IS ANYTHING YOU DON’T
UNDERSTANDH GO INTO THE HOSTELS
FOR FOREIGNERSH
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reflect that. Women's lives are
r profoundly influenced by parli-

tion, which has created two
reactionary and fundamentalist
states, one Catholic and the
other Protestant. The efiects of
this on the women in the 26
cotmties has been documented
but less attention has been paid
to the conservative fundamen-
tal Pr t tanti of th S‘o es sm e rx
Counties. Here women's moups
have had continually to fight to
have progressive lemslatton ---
dealing with such things as sex
discrimination, rape and do-
mestic violence — extended to
cover the Six Cogrnfltiep.

We are agains e aw on
abortion in Northern Ireland

it to the GuarfianWbrmn ‘s “$2 ggfegtlttliéhe
Pagejust before the general need for abortion only where a
election in the U](_ woman s hfe 1s at nsk.

Ever wondered what Sinn
Fein's position is on
abortion?

In a rare moment of
candour they explained
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Economics with the truth

Bored rigid by talk of exchange rates, interest rates and PSBR’s? So
you should be! The capitalists are always moaning about their figures
not adding up but, unfortunately , their system isn’t about to become
mathematically impossible. Behind this dialogue of figures, though,
is a real discussion within the ruling class about our struggles and how
to defeat them. The following glossary will hopefully prove useful in
deciphering the bullshit spouted by politicians and economists.

INFLATION - A means of attacking real wages (as stated by J. M.
Keynes in his "General Theory. . . "). A common means of making the
working class pay for wars, for example. It can also be a concession
to the working class since it tends to keep inefficient businesses
functioning - every wage slave with a grain of class consciousness
knows that these are the best ones to work for! Inflation tends to
undermine debts (by reducing the value of repayments) and so favours
industry relative to fmance capital, creating more employment so as
to maintain social peace. This was why the post»-war boom (a sort of
productivity deal on the level of society) needed a few percent
inflation per year. High inflation, then, is generally a sign that the
bourgeoisie is weak since it has to buy social peace. This is why the
Thatchers of this world are always going on about fighting inflation.
At the G7 conference in July when they were talking about
restructuring the CIS (even more!) John Major described
hyperinflation as the "seedcom for revolution".

ANTI-INFLATION POLICIES - Another means of attacking
wages, this time by means of mass tmemployment. This can be a
risky business though. In Germany in 1930 a political commission, the
Braun Connnittee, proposed to combat the depression by means of
expanding credit (a classic inflationary measure). Hayek (the guru of
anti-inflation measures, much praised by Thatcher) sent an article to
his friend Professor Rtipke, who was on the committee, attacking such
measures. However, he enclosed a covering letter saying:

" . . .But if the political situation is so serious that
continuing unemployment would lead to a political
revolution, please do not publish my article. . ."

The article was not published!

DEVALUATION - An important strategy in countries where most
wage goods are imported (Britain being the prime example). By
reducing the value of the currency the real value of the wage is
reduced. It is a means of carrying out a short term attack on wages.
The disadvantage is that although it filches money from workers
pockets it doesn’t actually attack them directly through restructuring
in the way that the 1981 recession did. Just taking money from us
proles without restructuring society can sometimes be a positively bad
idea - as the example of the poll tax clearly showed! Nowhere is the
class nature of devaluation better understood than in the Lebanon. In

U
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early May 1992 the Central Bank announced it would no longer support the currency (the lira). As soon as it
fell to 2000 per dollar there were widespread strikes and riotous demos resulting in the burning of the finance
ministers home, an attack on the St George’s Yacht Club in Beirut (where ministers were swanking it up with
other Arab bourgeois) and the collapse of the Syrian-backed government.  

E.R.M. (EXCHANGE RATE MECHANISM) - Exchange rates between EC states are now more or less
frxed (rather like the old Gold Standard). The individual governments of the EC can no longer use short term
measures such as devaluation against us so bosses are obliged to restructure. The mechanism for doing this will
be increased national competition. Thus single European money needs petty nationalisms to function properly.
The ERM also imposes relatively uniform interest rates since interest rates affect the relative strengths of
currencies. This is why German interest rates have suddenly become such a big issue. The German bosses had
to put up interest rates (the classic Anti-Inflation Policy) in order to counter—attack against all those stroppy
proles going on strike for more wages. ’  

P.S.B.R. (PUBLIC SECTOR BORROWING REQUIREMENT) - The amount a government will have to
borrow ir1 a given year to pay for its expenditure. It is a means of putting off an immediate attack on the
working class. Though it will later be used as a justification for such an attack ("we must pay our debts"). This
is another area where the EC is forcing the bosses to adopt a Europe-wide strategy of restructuring. It’ s planned
"convergence zone" , agreed at the Maastricht sunnnit, requires national debt to be no more than 3 % of GDP
(Gross Domestic Product - roughly total commodity production within a state’ s borders per year). For poorer
EC countries this will mean a massive acceleration in austerity measures. Italy’s debt to GDP ratio is 10.5 %.
In Spain last year it was 4.2 % but after the summit in April the govemment recently announced its intention
to cut it to 1% by means of cuts in health care, public sector bale-outs and unemployment provision. The
proportion of unemployed people entitled to dole is to drop from 50% to 25%.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS DEFICIT - A measure of the
imbalance between imports and exports. It’s a way of talking about the
"uncompetitiveness " of a nations industry (much used by the rulers of
Britain and the USA). In the case of the EC, fixed exchange rates mean
that for a big deficit interest rates must go up to protect the currency.
This means inefficient businesses are chopped leading to more
unemployment and, the bosses hope, restructuring of industry and
society.

SUPPLY SIDE ECONOMICS - A whole school of economics
dedicated to cutting the social wage - this is the part of our income  @* .-8..
which we receive without having to work for it (welfare, health care, -"""=“"""
subsidised housing etc.). They refer to the social wage as "rigidities".
Related terms: "dependency " , "dependency culture", "flexible working

KEYNESIANISM - Originally the ideas of Keynes, formulated in the l920’s, were presented as a way of
saving capital from communism (or "chaos" as it was sometimes described). After 1945 Keynesianism became
the ideology of overall political management of the economy (e.g. "fme tuning"). What it actually was was a
productivity deal on the level of the society based on the welfare state and full employment. It needed strong
unions to police productivity and wage agreements. It also needed the Cold War to depoliticise the working
class - revolution being presented as something foreign, paid by Moscow etc.. Keynesianism is not something
likely to be revived in the near future.

MONETARISM - A monetarist is someone who wants to restrain the money supply. It was a reaction to
KEYNESIANISM. Friedman (a Chicago economist who advised the Chilean junta) frankly stated that inflation
no longer worked as a means of holding down wages. On the contrary, it had acted as a political focus for
organising the struggle for higher wages. In the British context, think of the battles over "Incomes Policy"
under Heath’s govermnent in the early ’70’s or the "Social Contract" under the last (ever?) Labour government.
For this reason, according to Friedman, there was no point in the government trying to restrain unemployment.
It should be allowed to gravitate to its "natural" level and then be reduced by means of SUPPLY SIDE
measures. For monetarists, defeating INFLATION is the central obsession.

MINFORD - Professor of Economics at Liverpool University. Had a lot of influence on Thatcher. Has been

it

known to visit pubs in Liverpool and try to convince proles of the virtues of the free market, cutting welfare
etc.. Has also been known to preach on the streets in the East End of London. A nutter.

RECESSION - A slow down in the growth of total commodity production. We are supposed to regard this
as a disaster. A formulation which completely ignores the relation between wages and profits. Funny that.

DEPRESSION - Like a recession but worse. Mostly used on the level of propaganda - "if we don’t make the
painful changes now, the recession could turn into a depression". Related terms: "slump", "double blip ".

ECONOMIC COLLAPSE - This is something that never happens but is always threatened - e.g. "Bosnia on
the verge of economic collapse". What is usually meant is that working class living standards are collapsing.
As long as capitalist social relations exist so will the economy - the only thing that can cause real economic
collapse is the dictatorship of the proletariat.

RECOVERY - This is what we’re all supposed to be praying for, commodity production increasing at the rate
it used to. This doesn’t necessarily mean that us proles will be any better off, even in capitalist terms. It doesn’t
even have to mean a reduction in unemployment. During the "recovery" in the mid-80’s in Britain it continued
to rise. What it definitely would mean is more traffic on the roads to run us over, more new roads to disfigure
the landscape, more yuppie wine bars to get thrown out of, more "toytown" houses to get depressed in, higher
housing costs... They can keep it!

A excellent critique of recovery can be found in the 2nd issue of Armchair, a fraternal communist organ
produced in Reading. It is a humorous, cheaply produced, anarcho—type rag with lots of good illustrations. It
shamelessly calls for the dictatorship of the proletariat for the abolition of work. It can be obtained from Erik
the Vandal at ARMCHAIR, BM MAKHNO, LONDON WCIN 3XX.

It should be clear from the above that if an economist says something you don’t understand what they probably
mean is "Work harder for less! ".

[Tl fl
DIALOGUE ON DRUGS AND DEMOCRACY

One result of our policy of "continuous improvement" in our organ’s size and quality has been a
corresponding upward direction in the coherence of our correspondence. We no longer get idiotic letters
from anarchists in Manchester. Here we publish at length some of our recent discussions with our readers,
on some of our favourite topics: drugs, democracy and the poll tax.

LETTER FROM A COMRADE WHO WORKS
IN THE HEALTH SERVICE IN LONDON

Dear Comrades,

When reading your article on drugs and moral panics
in W15 I couldn’t help thinking about the similarity
between the crack scare and the earlier panic over
heroin, typified by the DHSS anti-heroin campaign
started in 1985. This was the one with the laughable
“Heroin Screws You Up" posters. This slogan was
not an accurate description of reality.

For a start they made no mention of the fact that
most of the severe problems associated with herorn
are a result of it being taken by injection rather than

from the effects of the drug itself. In fact they made
no attempt to differentiate between relatively safe
and unsafe use at all. This was not the result of
ignorance. Their own reports on the matter were
cynical in the extreme. A preliminary study done by
the advertising company Andrew Irving Associates
identified a growing tendency for heroin to be used
"irregularly and episodically" by people who smoked
or snorted it and were "apparently able to control
their habit This development -

"creates new and serious problems for for any
attempt to contain misuse because it provides non-
users with a series of arguments that undercut
established resistances: heroin is not instantly
addictive, not dangerous, a good "buzz",



controllable. " 7 -

Their Research Summary Report stresses the same
theme —  

"Those exposed to positive word of mouth about
heroin and the example of "successful" users remain
a difficult audience to reach because they could
correctly argue that most of the negative
consequences of heroin misuse were not inevitable."

In other words: it’s difficult to tell lies to people who
know the uuth!

So the authors recommend an approach "showing the
beginnings of a downhill slide. In this context it
would be possible to allude to the more serious
physical effects without being too specific"

This reluctance to go into specifics is to allow those
less knowledgable about heroin "to project their own
genuinely believed misconceptions". What can you
say? It has to be said that the campaign didn’t
actually use blatant lies. Indeed its "power" came
from taking out of proportion and context and
investing with symbolic resonance a genuine
phenomenon: opiate addiction (yes, it does happen! ).
But, as the initiators of the campaign freely admitted
(to themselves, anyway)» the aim of the campaign
was not to "educate" young people liable to actually
take heroin but to encourage the ignorant prejudices
of those who know nothing about it. This was blatant
law ’n" order propaganda thinly disguised as health
education.

Yours in Solidarity, George

2. LETTER FROM COLLIDE—0-SCOPE

Dear Comrades,

I’m writing in response to your latest issue (15) with

Democratic Austerity - voters in the Phillipines

the long and important discussion S of the Russian
Counter Revolution. It is remarkable that after so
much time and analysis we are still trying to
understand what happened in Russia in 1917. Your
articles "The Hunt for Red October " and "Remember
Kronstadt" for the most part advance the attempt at
clarification and are well worth reading. I would like
to argue, however, that in one central respect your
analysis is still confused and this in an area of
specific interest to you, the question of "democracy"
in the revolutionary movement. That the question has
particular importance for you is clear from the
statement you make on p 9: "One of our long-term
aims is an international journal of anti-democratic
communism" .

Part of the confusion evident in your articles stems
from your failure to define what you mean by
"democracy". From the contexts in which you use
the word it seems to mean a formalized process of
decision-making based on voting according to rules
to which all adhere. But this conception of
democracy looks only at forms, not at content. True
democracy, democracy of content, needn’t be
institutionalized in formal voting bodies to exist. In
a revolutionary situation especially rules are broken
and new rules are made to he broken anew. True,
the Bolsheviks seized the state without waiting for a
vote. But they would not have been able to seize the
state without a majority of the working class behind
them in the critical locations - garrisons, naval
vessels, streets, factories, railroad stations,
communication centers, etc. The Bolsheviks acted
when they did because they believed that the
majority support was there, that is, the people had
"voted" , although informally.

If majority backing had been lacking, the
insurrection would have failed. That the Bolsheviks
themselves were "undemocratic " is true (how you
can call such a critique "the most dangerous of all
errors made by non-Leninist tendencies" [p 17] is a
mystery to me). Nevertheless they knew that their

pursuit of power relied on the support of a
majority of the working class. As you show,
they held their hand until they were confident
they could control this support for their own
purposes. They struck when the moment was
ripe; had they waited, they feared, the fickle
masses might have switched allegiance to
other parties. The point is that despite their
undemocratic mentality , the Bolsheviks
depended on the will of the majority for their
power. Democracy is the expression of this
will, whether in votes or in revolutionary

1 action. Revolution is the most forceful and
 direct form of democracy.

The Bolshevik Counter Revolution began
"when they preserved elements of the
pre-existing state apparatus and added to them
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the Soviet components they controlled. Was this
activity undemocratic? No, it was democratic. In the
areas under Bolshevik/working class control all but
a very few, the anarchists, were convinced that a
state was necessary. (As they had pointed out for
years, all states are counter-revolutionary .) But the
Marxist parties and the workers they influenced and
drew their power from still were controlled by the
fetish of the state. In a formal sense the state the
Bolsheviks constructed was undemocratic, in that
decisions were made by the Central Committee of
the party or the Polit Bureau or by Lenin alone. But
in a more profound sense the early Soviet State was
democratic, in that the vast majority of the working
class believed they needed to have a state that placed
their interests first. They believed the Bolshevik state
to fit the bill. Of course, when the Bolsheviks tried
to impose their machine over the vast stretches of
rural Russia and the surrounding areas, the great
bulk of the population the peasants, were not
interested. As the Makhnovists in Ukraine and the
Greens in Tambov and Siberia showed they didn’t
want any state controlling their lives.

Clearly you recognize the counter-revolutionary
nature of the state, as you call for "anti-state
communism" on p 22. The creation of stateless
communism cannot be the action of a minority any
more than the seizure and destruction of the
pre-existing state can. All of these acts require the
will and action of the majority. As long as the fetish
of the state persists as the dominant social ideology
(shared by the bourgeoisie, the Marxist
"revolutionaries"-, and the mass of the working
class), revolutionary activity will be channelled into
counter revolution.

Your critique of the Bolsheviks as counter-
revolutionaries who established a new capitalist state
and dictatorially controlled the working class once in
power shows clearly that you would not consider
yourselves Leninists. but your call for
"anti- democratic communism" can
only serve to confuse the people you
reach with your ideas, since you
contuse formal democracy with
democratic content. Formal democracy
(a.k.a. "bourgeois democracy ") is a
cover for state-imposed political
oppression of the working class by the
capitalist class, even when it is copied
by workers in their own organizations.
This is your point, as best I can make
it out. But democracy as the
expression of the will of the majority
(the working class in most countries,
perhaps all, as the peasantry is really
integrated into global capital just about
everywhere today) is the only
potentially revolutionary force that

respect to formal democracy is correct, but to be
anti-democratic in the sense that you assert the right
and intention to impose your minority will on the
majority is counter revolut-ionary. That is exactly
what the Bolsheviks, other Leninists and indeed all
capitalist classes have done.  

But I don’t believe you can mean to assert this
intention, hence my conclusion that you are
confused. Your evaluation of the Kronstadt soviet is
revealing in this respect, I would like to think. On p.
24 you say "The debates at Kronstadt were real
debates, in which the deputies, even to some extent
the Bolshevik ones, decided the issues on their
merits, rather than on the basis of the party line."
Exactly; this is democracy of content. There is no
substitute for making the case for communism on its
merits. Perhaps that is not very glamorous or hopeful
work at times, but that’s the task. I’m afraid your
call for "anti-democratic communism" sounds like a
call for "undemocratic communism" , the Leninist
variety, which you know is just another name for
capitalism. If you don’t mean to give this
impression, you’ve got to make "the case" more
clearly.

3. REPLY TO COLLIDE-O-SCOPE  

"The great issues of the day are not decided by fine
speeches and majority verdicts, but by iron and
blood. " Bismarck.

Dear comrades , ‘

This is a reply to your letter of 19 November. You
are right to say we didn’t explain what we mean by
democracy. Since Wildcat ll, we have not really
tackled the issue head-on. We welcome this
opportunity to do so.

exists. To be "anti-democratic " with Worker's Democracy - painting ballot boxes for a living
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We didn’t intend to give the impression that we
regard democracy as a formalized decision-making
process. We are against the content of democracy
rather than majority voting. Democracy means more
than this. It means the dictatorship of individual
citizens over the class struggle activists, who are
always a minority. Workers’ democracy means
taking orders from that section of the citizemy who
happen to be sociologically working class, rather
than from those who actually defend proletarian
interests. There is no middle way. Either you are a
democrat, in which case you respect the views of the
majority, even if you know they are dangerously
wrong, or you are for the class struggle, reagardless
of how many people support it.

You say that the Bolshevik counter revolution in
Russia was democratic, yet don’t see this as a
condemnation of democracy. You try to have it both
ways when you say that the Bolshevik Patty had "a
majority of the working class behind them in the
critical locations - garrisons, naval vessels, streets,
factories, railroad stations, communication centres,
etc. Well, which is it? The majority of the working
class, or the parts of it that occupied the critical
locations‘? It was when the Party was able to
mobilize supporters in the key strategic points that
it took power. It did not have a majority of the
workers in Russia, who remained passive throughout,
nor did it need one. Using the term "majority" to
describe its supporters is meaningless.

Some have rejected our arguments on the grounds
that we are being "elitist". If you think that
advocating clear minority leadership by example is
dangerous, we can only say that relying on majority
votes to make decisions at any stage in the
revolutionary process is guaranteed to lead to
disaster, because the dominant ideas are the ideas of
the ruling class. Since we know that revolution is
possible, and that it cannot be democratic, we can
only conclude that it will be undemocratic, and no
number of dire warnings about the dangers of
dictatorship will change our minds. You say there is
no substitute for making the case for communism on
its merits, in other words trying to win the battle of
ideas. Fortunately , there is - action. You say that
revolution is the most forceful and direct form of
democracy. We agee it takes a lot of people to make
a revolution, but why a majority? A majority of
what?

We are against any state, not for the moralistic
reasons put forward by anarchists, but because it
cannot be used for our purposes. We are however for
taking dictatorial measures. When insurgents in Iraq
recently stormed a prison in which Baathist pigs were
being held by the Kurdish nationalists and killed
them, they did not take a vote on it in the workers
councils first. After all, people might vote the wrong
way. We are not going to kid people that we are
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democratic when we support defying the majority
whenever necessary.  

We hope you will discuss this issue with other
comrades in the Bay Area, and let us know when our
views are supported by the majority.

4. LETTER TO SUSSEX POLL TAX
RESISTERS

To : Sussex Poll Tax Resisters, 6 Tilbury Place,
Brighton BN2 2GY.

Dear comrades,

We were concerned to hear about a member of the
Resisters becoming a member of the Militant
Tendency.

This does not mean that we think prisoners’ support
groups or local anti-poll tax union - the Resisters
being a bit of both - can be as pure as driven snow.
For example, we would not argue that such a group
should exclude someone for being in the Labour
Party, though we hate the latter as much as the
Conservative Party or the fascists. The fact is, that
members of the Labour Party have done useful work
against the poll tax.

As long as they are kept carefully under the control
of class-struggle militants, they should be grudgingly
tolerated. But you have to draw the line somewhere.
This cannot be based on some ad-hoc empirical case-
by-case criterion, because who you allow to be
involved sends a signal to the anti-poll tax movement
in general.

Conversely, the expulsion of a Millie would tell
them that certain things cannot be tolerated. lit would
also prevent Militant from having a spy in the group.
It’s not enough to say that you give the "donkey
work" to your token Millie, as you have done. This
is an argument about principles, not just immediate
issues. But even on an immediate practical level, if
we went to a Resisters meeting, we would feel
inhibited about what we said, knowing that it would
get back to the police informers who run Militant.
This is a serious issue.

Finally, we don’t think such an expulsion should be
carried out by open discussion and democratic
debate. It should be a manoeuvre by the more radical
elements. They should be prepared to make it clear
that they will not take part in organizations which
tolerate such blatantly anti-working class elements.
Those of you who supported the Keep 01)’ The Grass
leaflet about the TSDC surely must disagree with
putting up with people who are a bit confused on the
police question.

5. REPLY FROM SUSSEX POLL TAX
RESISTERS

Dear Comrades,

Our initial reaction to your letter regarding the
"Millie" in the Resist Group was twofold: firstly we
were perhaps a little affronted that you should doubt
either our political acumen or, even worse, our
political integrity; secondly, bearing in mind the
individual in question, we were not a little bemused
that you should take this issue so seriously.
However, on further reflection we feel that the
position that you adopt in your letter is symptomatic
of a certain rigidity in your thought and analysis
which all to easily reduces matters of principle into
little more than dogmatic posturing, unrelated to the
world that we have to change. Unfortunately we
have been too busy in the last few months to
formulate our reply
any earlier; we
apologise for the
delay.

As you know, most of
us have been actively
involved in the
anti-poll tax movement
for more than four
years, both at a local
and at a national level.
In Brighton, perhaps
in stark contrast to
London, Militant have
been the dominant
force in the local
anti-poll tax movement
f r o m its v e r y
inception. Whether we  

Democracy. Indeed, they used every trick in the
book to maintain their stranglehold on the local
anti-poll tax movement and at the level of the Sussex
Federation we found ourselves in constant struggle
with the local leadership of Militant. But it is
through this practical and concrete experience of
dealing with, and confronting Militant that we have
developed our understanding of them as a political
force.

As you know, the Sussex Poll Tax Resisters Support
Fund was established in the aftermath of the Poll
Tax Riots of March 1990 at the zenith of the
anti-poll tax movement. The SPTRSF was
established for two closely related reasons: firstly it
was obvious that the all important defence of those
being victimised after the events of the 30th of
march could not be left up to the Militant and the
leadership of the "official " anti-poll tax movement

who, at the time, were
threatening to grass
people up to the
police; secondly, the
poll tax riots had both
shattered and
discredited Militant’s
attempts to dominate
the anti-poll tax
movement, both at a
national and at a local
level, and it was hoped
that Resist, along with
similar groups up and
down the country that
were organising
around the defence of
gp()ll tax prisoners,
§would provide an
falternative

11k? it OT "mi h¢1'e ill Tommy "Shop 'Em" Sheridan celebrates with some of his moronic Organisational focus t0
Brlghwfl. lt W33 supporters after a career-boosting spell in prison that of the Militant
Militant, more than
any other of the Labour and left groups, that did the
hard slog of door to door canvassing and organising
that built the basis for the Brighton anti-poll tax
movement. As a consequence, it was never enough
for us to merely dismiss Militant as a lefty group
trying to hi-jack the movement; rather we were
obliged from the very start to establish a minimum
practical relation with them in the local anti-poll tax
groups in order to carry out such basic campaigning
work as canvassing that would have been ludicrous
to carry out in isolation from them.

Of course this is not to say that such a working
relationship was not problematic and that we did not
make important political and tactical mistakes with it.
Nor is it to say that Militant did not seek to
manipulate the movement in order to re-integrate it
into the dead end of Labourism and Social

dominated ABAPTF.
It was for these very same reasons that we both
aligned the SPTRSF to the TSDC and subsequently
supported the criticisms of the TSDC in the infamous
Keep off the Grass leaflet.

At the time of Keep ofl the Grass we still believed
that there was a distinct possibility of the
Government responding to the anti-poll tax
movement by an openly repressive policy of mass
jailings and the aggressive and widespread use of
bailiffs that may then have led to a further escalation
of the anti-poll tax movement. Such a prospect meant
that we faced a two-fold imperative: firstly it was
important that we did not allow Militant to regain its
credibility amongst the more radical sections of the
movement through its accommodation by the more
liberal elements within the TSDC ; secondly, it was
important to challenge the very dominance of these
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liberal elements that was allowing the TSDC to drift
towards a soft-cop policing role and becoming an
advice agency for the state.

In such circumstances, as we saw it, it was vital for
us to press home the fact that only a few months
before , leading figures in the Militant tendency and
the ABAPTF had gone on television announcing that
they would "name names" and fully co—operate with
the police in bringing "rioters to justice" : that in
short, the Militant were grasses whose position was
directly opposed to the basic position of the TSDC of
unconditional defence of all poll tax prisoners.
Further, we believed that it was vitally important to
give voice to a class perspective within the TSDC
which saw the poll tax riots as a positive expression
of class violence; in counter-distinction to the all too
prevalent liberal whining about police brutality.

It was on these grounds, and in such circumstances
that we supported Keep ofithe Grass. This does not
mean to say that we simplistically conclude that
because leaders of Militant acted in particular
circumstances as grasses that they are  nothing other
than police grasses, at all times and in all
circumstances: that because they act in the interest of
the state they are nothing more than a branch of the
state. It does not take much subtlety of dialectical
thought to see such conclusions which reduce
everything to simple identities as being crass
nonsense that explain nothing; and little better than
the paranoid conspiracy theories that can only see
wars in terms of the evil designs of the international
protocols of "capital" hidden somewhere in the
recesses of the CIA and the KGB (the latter ofwhich
has now, no doubt, faked its own disintegration after
inspiring the break up of the USSR!).

On the contrary, we do not simply identify Militant
with the state and dismiss them as nothing more than
police informers - nor do we simply identify rank
and file members of Militant with its leadership.
For us Militant will act as grasses in particular
concrete circumstances due to their political position
and perspective. Because they seek to represent the
working class as it is, or more precisely what they
see the working class as being - respectable "law
abiding" working class families - through the
renmants of the traditional Labour Movement, they
had little option in the aftermath of the poll tax riots
but to present themselves as reputable upholders of
law and order and the "peaceful and democratic
traditions" of the Labour Movement. Even if it
meant that they had to set up a witch-hunt on the
same lines as Kinnock uses against them, it was
necessary for them, in the face of a hostile media, to
present both themselves and the ABAPTF as a
respectable and democratic working class movement.
It was for these reasons, and in such circumstances,
that Mrlrtant came to threaten to "name names
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Furthermore, we must remember that in the face of
the overwhelming outrage at the behaviour of Steve
Nally and Co. , not only from the rest of the anti-poll
tax movement but also from Militant’s own rank and
file (some of whom had been involved in the fighting
at Trafalgar Square), the leadership of Militant were
forced into an embarrassing climb down in which
they pleaded that they had been "quoted out of
context"! The proposed "internal inquiry" never
happened and the ABAPTF never came to publish
any names of supposed trouble makers or "agents
provocateurs " .

Whether we like or not, many working class people
are members of Militant because they see it as a well
organised and effective organisation. While we may
deplore their slavish support for the Party line we
cannot totally dismiss them, and some are far more
committed to the ideas of the party than others. The
individual Millie member of Resist is to say the least
a little politically naive. He joined Militant not so
much because he accepted the ideas but because for
him they were the political group that seemed to be
doing the most. At the same time, through his
practical involvement in the Resist group he has
demonstrated an unswerving commitment to the
unconditional defence of all poll tax prisoners. Of
course there is a latent contradiction between his
involvement in Resist and his membership of
Militant but it is a contradiction that, in present
circumstances, is not realised and has no practical
consequences. If it was to become realised then "our
Millie" would have to make his choice to resolve or
we would have to make it for him; but this is not the
C356.

As we see it, the Government’s tactical retreat over
the issue of the poll tax has meant that the anti-poll
tax movement has gone into decline. This is clearly
the case in Brighton, where once there were more
than a dozen local anti-poll tax unions now there are
none that are active. The SPTRSF now no longer
seeks to be the alternative focus of the Brighton
anti-poll tax movement but is solely conceded with
the important, but low level tasks of providing
practical and moral aid to the remaining poll tax
prisoners. In such circumstances our relation to the
Sussex Federation can only be one of mutual
indifference. As a consequence, there now seems
little point in making grand gestures to the rest of the
anti-poll tax movement by expelling Millies and
breaking off relations with the official anti-poll tax
movement; such actions belong in the past.

Furthermore, the idea that we have a spy in our
midst is simply ludicrous since there is nothing to
spy on. Even if we were doing anything of interest
to the police such matters as these would have never
been conducted in the semi-open meetings in the
pub!

11

One final point concerns your dogmatic insistence on
using anti-democratic methods even in the completely
inappropriate context of the Resist group. An
insistence that amounts almost to the point where we
are expected to launch an anti-democratic coup
against ourselves! We are well aware of the realities
of democratic ideology, indeed the democratic
manipulations of Militant within the Sussex
Federation were a practical example of its power.
However, unless we are to condemn ourselves
forever to a principled isolation we have to work
with others of differing views and politics, as you
concede when you acknowledge our need to work
with members of the Labour Party. But for this we
have to grasp the kemel of truth of democracy;
namely necessity for a minimum level of trust and
openness between groups of divergent interests and
perspectives. Without
this, political
co-operation becomes
impossible. The
simplistic idea that We
s ho u I d nu s e
anti-democratic
methods almost on
principle, regardless of
their implications or
context seems to us as
little more _ than
ridiculous. Indeed it
reveals that your
position on democracy
and anti-democracy has
not really been workedj
out; , it is another!
6X3.IIlPle Of adopting‘ Gratuitous riot picture O r if
the easy way of S . w A .
dogmatism. . '  
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6. REPLY TO SUSSEX POLL TAX RESISTERS

Dear comrades, A S i A A  
. ‘ E _J '
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Once again; it was only to be expected that a single
issue campaign limiting itself to nothing more than
destroying the prison system, based‘ on Ia broad
alliance of different classes, should fail to understand
the role of the left as a fully integrated arm of inter-
national capital, thus leading the proletariat off its
own autonomous’ i terrain and into the arms of the
police. I  3 e

On the other hand, we have to accept much of what
you say din“ your letter. We did take pa dogmatic
stance. Involvement in the class struggle inevitably
involves working alongside members of reactionary
organisations. The question is how and to what
extent. You go a long way in our letter towards
answering this question, using tlie example of your

own experiences ducking and diving the manoeuvres
of the Millies. The question is one of tactics, and
you rightly point out that even Militant is not simply
a branch of the state, neither are its members police.
Most of them would fail the IQ test.

We would like to correct one factual point. The
Resisters group did not support the Keep ofi the
Grass leaflet. True, the most radical elements in the
Resisters helped write it, distribute it, and defend its
illiberal approach to supporting class war prisoners
in our many friendly discussions with the comrades
of the Trafalgar Square Defendants Campaign. But
because you could not be sure of the support of some
of the Resisters, Class War supporters and the like,
you woul_dn’t even let us use the Resisters address on
the leaflet. (Keep 01?’ the Grass is available from our

1 address). You have had
to make a lot of
i concessions in order" to
keep the Resisters
group going. The
practical consequences
included producing

t newsletters in which a
class viewpoint was
smothered by being
surrounded by liberal

-rubbish.» It is not
dogmatic v principles,
but practical
experience, which leads
us to advocate that the
more revolutionary
bods should be

"prepared to
 . t undemocratically

outman oeuvre the less. We can’t see whythe need
for trust and openness between divergent groups is
"the kernel of truth of democracy". Democracy is
opposed to trust and openness  - it provides a
framework for groups to lie to and conspire against
each other while presenting a public "front of unity.

, _ .

But having said all this, we reiterate that we accept
the gist of your reply. There, is a lot to be learned
about tactics in the class struggle from your analysis
of what we did in the anti-poll tax campaign.  

_ ... , .
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Just one more thing. We defend our pencluint for
conspiracy theories. We are not sure about the KGB!
in Russia, but we know‘ that the-Sec111‘itate in
Romania faked its sown disintegffltion. if It is not
enough to simply ;. describe our position if as
"paranoid" We hope to "hear from you soon.

1
0
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JUST WHAT THE NEW WORLD ORDERED
As we go to press, the situation in Yugoslavia is suddenly making headlines, though nothing much has
changed in the last year. It appears that the world ruling class are preparing for war, but in spite of the
media barrage of _ manufactured atrocity stories directed against Serbia, calls for full-scale military
intervention are being frustrated by diagreements among the more powerful capitalist gangs. In spite of the
historic importance of Britain’ s recognition of Croatia, which was the first time German interests have
dictated British foreign policy, the EC is still a long way from a unified 4th Reich. Differences among its
members are at least as important as differences between them and the US. So the Balkan war has not turned
into a struggle between the US and the EC. The New World Order is holding, in fact the Yugoslav crisis
is part of it. Whatever their differences, all the capitalist factions involved have an interest in the war: the
millions of refugees are useful to capitalism, because they can be used to keep wages down. War keeps the
working class desperate, divided and easily exploited, both in the immediate war zone and in neighboring
countries. This must be the starting pomt of a communist intervention against any new UN crusade. We
are unable to be more specific at the present time.

WORLDWIDE INTIFADA
We welcome the publication of the first issue of Worldwide Intifada. We have no fundamental political
differences with its publishers, so apart from ruthlessly editing their copy, we will let them speak for
themselves:

"_The youths who riot in Gaza are no more footsoldiers of the PLO and its nationalist struggle that the LA
rioters are in favour of more black policemen. The struggle is not between Arabs and Jews, it is between
two_classes with conflicting interests; the bourgeoisie an the proletariat. In our bulletin, we look at how
the intifada has undermined not only the military strength of the Israeli state, but the entire forces of the
regional bourgeoisie. We discuss _the strengths and weaknesses of the movement to assess its potential for
developing autonomous action against all factions of the bourgeoisie in the region and the rest of the world.

Worldwide Intifada is obtainable price £0.50 by writing as follows: Box 1, 22 High Street, LEAMINGTON,
WARWICKSHIRE, UK. The bulletin is in English, and we can reply to correspondence in Arabic."

FIVE GO JOB-HUNTING
\'

-

-
I.
1

Kincora Boys‘ Home in N. Ireland - run as a brothel by M15
for rich bastards and politicians
In recent months, there has been a well-publicized
tiff within the British law enforcement community.
The buggers of M15 (part of the military) are short
of work following the collapse of the Soviet Union,
and are trying to muscle in on police work such as
ehasing the _IRA: MI5 justify their increased
involvement in Irish affairs by the fact that the
Special Branch (part of the police) are obviously too
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stupid to beat th_e IRA. This in turn means that the
Branch have to justify their employment by fmding
other supposed _ threats to chase. We recently
diseovered definite evidence of interference with our
mail. We suggest that correspondents try to use false
names and addresses, and use box numbers or
apartment blocks which receive their mail in a
common collection box.

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND PAMPHLETS

Subscriptions are £5 or $10 for 4 issues. Please
send cash/postal orders/money orders to the London
addres as we don’t have a bank count TheS, ac .
pamphlet Open Letter to Comrade Lenin is £3 or $5,
or £20 or $30 for 10.

We will shortly be publishing two new pamphlets.
One is on the history of class struggle in Korea, and
the other is an attack on trade unionism in Britain.
Either of the pamphlets are £1 or $2. Deduct 33%
for orders of 10 or more.

The Internationalist Communist Group’s new English
mag. is_ now available. Lavishly illustrated with
Bolshevik woodcuts of the l920’s, it contains
eye-witriess accounts of the insurrection in Iraq. It is
available from: BP 54, Brussels 31, 1060 Brussels,
Belgium.  '

NEW TECHNOLOGY

We have acquired a scanner, a device which enables
us to read printed text into a computer, then convert
it to ASCII characters. We can then use desktop
publishing software to reformat it, correct mistakes,
and publish it. We already have Barrot’s Fascism
/Anti-Fascism on flopp disk (PC format, in ASCII
and WordPerfect 5.1 tiles). It is available from us
for £1/$2, on l.4M 3.5" disc unless otherwise
specified. There are numerous out-of-print
documents we would like to see republished, for
example translations of texts of the Communist Deft
of the l920’s, and Italian Autonomists of the l970’s.
We have the technolog , but not the time. If other
comrades are interested, in doing most of the work
involved in producing these documents or others, we
would like to hear from them.

We have achieved a steady rapprochement with the
comrades in the Bay Area. The editorial in this issue
was written jointly. The next issue of Wildcat is
intended to be the result of further homogenization.

Our addresses are as follows:

BM CAT, LONDON WCIN 3XX, UK.

PO BOX 3305, OAKLAND CA 94609, USA.

Hands Off Columbus!
The events commemorating the 500th anniversary of
Columbus’s discovery of America have led to a
predictable outcry from numerous leftist and Indian
pressure groups, who point to the disappropriation
suffered by their ancestors. It has become
fashionable to decry Columbus and the other
European adventurers. Horrific though some of the
conquistadors’ activities may seem, as Marxists we
have to look at historical events obijectively, not
merely in terms of their immediate ef ects.

Whereas anarchists only see events through the
distorting lens of etemal moral principles, Marxists
defend a scientific materialist view of history.
Though racial holocausts may be a symptom that
capitalism is no longer progressive, in its infancy
they were signs of robust health. Judged by this
historical method, Columbus and his successors
"played a most revolutionary part" (Marx) in
liberating the productive forces of an entire continent
from the archaic relations of hunting and gathering
societies. Against the bleeding-heart moralists of his
da , Engels summarized the Marxist view on these
trihes of backward savages in the following passage
from The Origins - "People were therefore almost
completely dominated by nature as an external, alien,
hostile and incomprehensible power, as is reflected
in their childlike religious conceptions

VVHAT HAVE WE LOST?
1 Magnificent shopping malls engulfed by open

fie ds.
Parking lots sacrificed to wildlife habitat.
Progress and Technology butchered on the

altar of nature and wilderness.
Skyscrapers razed to build communal lodfges.
Mighty dams subdued and tamed by ee-

flowing rivers.
Mass production and assembly lines

subsumed by skilled crafting.
Supermarkets and chemical agriculture

devastated by abundant food, free and shared by all.
Organized violence of global warfare

overpowered by ritualized conflict games.
Computer information networks subverted by

campfire storytelling.
Stock Exchanges and profit undermined by

gift-giving.
Forests encroaching on the deserts.
Religion devoured by spontaneous festivals

and living myth.
Docile and obedient wage-laborers left to

follow their own desires.
The city lights are dark, the stars blaze.
The clocks have all been smashed.
There is dancing in the land.
Music in the air.
The dreamers are awake.
There will be no going back. . ..

The European explorers freed the Native Americans
from this domination, and more importantly, enabled
the development of America’s immense reserve of
natural wealth. Though this process was achieved at
great cost in human lives, this was the inevitable
price that had to be paid. The development of
America, and the vital boost it gave to man’s
mastery of nature, laid the material foundations for
communism. Without this capitalist revolution,
mankind would still be in the thrall of nature.
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Indians having their hands chopped off for
failing to meet the gold dust quota
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